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In,attempting this comparison between the early 
.. 
colonis~tion_of America and New 7ealana, only cartain 
outsta flinf featurer hav:,~ been tak2:1, and th2s:~ o:f.' necessit~r 
have '.>.:<~n trco.ted in a gen\~ral :fas'hirm. Two cour-sJs were 
th~ act ivi ti~3s of t}v~ Thirt-:~en / ... m3ric.::n Colo!'li:;r: o.li::l of 
which lnrclly hmt itself to such :.1 vror'<. as thi ~:;. Cn the 
sup:;;l'ie"'. by proninant histor1ans cnuld have bee~: ace;~ptecl, 
and nothing but a bar:3 corr;parison mar3e, all el.se b0ing 
taken for granted. 
I have aimed at steering u middl~ course, anci have .. 
tried to giv8 just sufficient detail to supply u background 
f .. ;r corr.parisons between the two countries. 
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,~ny kind of comparison betw·een Ar.:erica and Irevl Zealand 
may seeI!1. to be rather ridiculous, because at first glance 
the two countries nO'N stand out in such vivid contrast. 
One is a great ~ontinent with a cosmopolitan population of 
many millions, while the other is a small group of islands~ 
its inhabitants numbering a little over one million~ occ-
upying one of t1!e most remote corners of thG earth. One 
is amongst the foremost nations in the world to-day whose 
alliance and friendship are sought by every power 7 while 
the other is a country, in runny parts of the world unknown 7 
entirely dependent for its protection upon the help of the 
;,:other Land. 
:let a comparison between two such countries may not be 
so unprofitable after all. In the past, small countries 
have played a considerable part in the progress of civil-
isation, a.nd even in a young country like New Zealand, 
experiments have been made which have been 'hatched vri th .; :. 
extreme interest by the outsiqe world. New Zealand is 
certainly a very small corr.muni ty, but America is, from 
many points of view, only a collection of such conununi ties 
and" the American should be the first to testify to the 
inportance of the small state. 
There are several other interesting characteristics 
which the two countries have in common. The majority of 
the Americans are as directly descended from .8ne~lish stock 
as are the New Zealanders. Both countries are closely 
linked by language and tradition, and their inhabitants 
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:feel pride in the fact that their forefathers overcame tre-
mendous difficulties and dangers to set up homes in a new 
land. It :follows, therefore, that it is easier for Amer-
icans to understand the minds of' .Snglishmen than th::.se of 
other foreie::ners; because their :forefathers shared similar 
experiences, because the two countries developed along 
similar lines, it is still easier :for them to understand the 
minds and feelings of New Zealanders. Moreover, during 
the 19th century, :families emigrating from England oftre-n 
separated, some members going to the United States of Amer-
ica and some to i'~ew Zealande Both countries lie within the 
temperate zone, and the climate and geographic resources are 
such as to develo;. to the full, the initiative and energy of 
their inhabitants. Four of the early American colonies 
were founded through the work of "the Company", and it is 
not too much to say that but for the efforts of tne New 
Zealand Company, the flag of France would be flying in 
New Zealand in place of the Union Jack. Both are essentially 
democratic countries. Both had the problem of the native 
inhabitant to.face. Zven in the short history' of New 
Zealand there are steps and developments strangely similar 
to what have already taken place in the history o~ the 
·United titates of America, and New Zealand .--.~at·2smen have 
learned through America's mistakes and successes.. Indeed, 
New 2.ealand is the colony most consciously f'ounded on the 
old American colonies. 
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But the real value of a comparison between the colon= 
isation of two such countries lies in this :fact.. No phase 
of England's colonial policy can be studied adequately if 
taken by itself. Colonial policy, like the .ii:nglish 
Constitutiom, is a grow~h, a living thing, and no part. of 
it can be understood if isolated from earlier examples. 
Before gngland colonised New i~ealan:f, she had administered 
colonies for over 200 years. Her ventures in America --
bitter, hard lessons ~ were profitable experiences as far 
as New Zealand was concerned. British colonisers of the 
l9th century had the lessons of the past continually 
before them; their colonising efforts were along the same 
lines as those of their predecessors, but were enlightened 
and reshaped. 
It follows, therefore, that a close study of conditions 
in both countries is likely to be of more real:value.to a 
New Zealander than to Qn American. ~s Bryce has said, 
"the value of experiments varies with the similarity of 
the conditions under which any given experiment has been 
tried to those of the country which seeks to profit by 
the experiment. The more closely the two sets of condit-
ions resemble one another, the better entitled are we to 
draw conclusions and attempt predictions.'t 
New Zealand should, therefore, have much to learn 
from America's experiences. 
CHAPTER 2 .. 
The 17th and 19th Centuries with 
Special Reference to C1.1lonisation. 
----------------
The 17th and 19th centuries are outstanding for 
many reasons, but as periods of British expansion, they are 
of ver; great importance in English history. In both per-
iods, colonial development followed and was made easier by 
a marked industrial revolution. In the 19th century, as 
well' as in the 16th century, there were agrarian, indust--
rial and commercial changes which favoured overseas expans~ 
ion. On the other hand, the changes brought about during 
the two centuries naturally caused new problems with the 
consequence that the 19th century empire was a very diff-
erent one from the 17th. It is the purpose of this section 
to explain the differences, and yet to point out that there 
were certain connecting links between the two Zmpires. 
(a). Although the 19th century Empire may seem an 
entirely new one, it was built up upon t~e old sMstem. 
Just of what did tb.e old Empire consist? There were trad-
ing posts such as Surat, Bombay, Fort St George (11adras), 
Fort William (Calcutta), and a :fort on the Gambia; a few 
islands in the West Indies; Newfoundland and thirteen 
North American colonies. Only the \iest Indies, Newfound-
land and the AfD.eric.:~n colonies can be called colonies 
proper, and these progressed according to what they had to 
offer to innnigrants. Ye.t the trading posts, . too, played 
their part in the growth of the Empire. They were often 
the starting points of great inland expansion. For 
instance, the slave trade, an evil belonging to the old 
colonial system, led to the acquisition in 1861 of 
Lagos, which again led to the expansion of Southern 
5 .. 
and Northern Nigeria. Similarly, the forts on the West 
Coast of Africa axpanded into hShanti and the Northern 
Territories. In India, the trading outposts grew steadily, 
until in 1783 the 3n.glish Governm .. mt established a Hoard of 
Control which transferred the management of Indian aff'airs 
:from the East India Company which for nearly 200 years had 
held undisputed sway. Newfoundland and Nova Scotia were the 
gates of' the settlement of Eastern Canada, while the great 
tract of land owned by the Hudson's Bay Comr:any became 
gradua;Lly a wealthy grain-growing province. Even the south-
ern continents o-f Africa and Australia, which owe least to 
the old colonists, are yet connected with the old Empire. 
The East India Ccmpany found it convenient to have a port of 
call -for its ships on the way to India -- hence England 
discovered the value of Cape Colony. The loss of American 
colonies in the 18th century made England look elsewhere for 
a place to send her convicts - so Australia became a 
British po~session. It will be shown later, that New Z~aland 
too, has connecting links with the 17th century colonies .. 
The new Empire acquired not only new contin~nts, but 
a whole realm of islandse Malta, Cyprus, Aden, Socotra, 
Malacca, Singapore, Hong Kong, Kowloon, British Columbia, 
Labuan, part of Borneo, Fiji, Papua; island groups such 
as Ellice, Solomon, Tonga and Gilbert; Sierra Leone, 
Mauritius, Zanzibar and New Zealand were all acquired dur-
6-• 
. ing the 19th century. 
(b). The change in the nature of the trade is the next 
point suggesting treatment. In the 17th century, England 
desired to become fully independent of rival countries. 
To achieve this end, adventurers were encouraged to set forth 
on quests that :frequently led them into trouble with other 
countries. Not only did these ventures prove extremely 
profitable, but they always received an unofficial'· back-
ing by the English Government. It was the time of the 
chartered company which was given a monopoly of the trad2 
of its region. The most important commodities carried 
by trading ships were timber, sugar, tobacco, fish, spices, 
cottoncloth, indigo .and saltpetre. But the most profitnble 
·trade was that in slaves. It is worth notine here that 
this did not shock public sentiment in the l?th and 18th 
centuries. A great proportion.of the population in 
E:urope were serfs and the general idea existed that the 
white man was doing the i~egro a serv~ce by taking him to 
.a country where Christian influences could reach him. Even 
the New England Puritans engaged in the slave trade. 
A. leading characteristic of the 19th century was the 
radical change in its trade. Slaves were no longer 
articles of commerce -- at least not in European countiies. 
Spices no longer occupied their foremost position in 
commerce. Wheat, wool, mutton, beef, butter and cheese 
were never shipped over long distances till the latter hal~ 
of the 19th centtirY, and the discovery of the means of 
doing this gave a new importance to colonial exportso The 
astow1ding increase in the consumption of tea in ~ngland 
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brought another product to the front. Moreover, the industrial 
revolution was responsible for the importation of many new 
products; e.g., the popularity of wheeled-vehicles and the 
development of the water-proofing of cloth brought rubb:;;:r 
into demand; oilseeds became one of India's most important 
exports; improvements in spinnine machinery meant that bags 
for grain could be produced on a much larger scale, and this 
in turn reacted on the manufacture of jute; rice· vms ·brought 
from lndia in large quantitieo,when a machine was invented for 
husking· the grain; England's woollen and cotton goods, her 
engineering products, locomotives, rails, iron bridges and 
harbour equipmemt had a great market in the.colonies. There 
was, too, a remarkable increase in the demand for such 
products as cocoa, coffee., and all tropical fruits. Sugar 
came to be consumed in quantities previously undreamed of and 
tobacco grew to be a product of first rate importance. New 
sanitary knowledge led also to a considerable export of iron 
. " 
pipes for water supply+ 
Thus in the 19th cbntury, the commodities that countries 
both exported and imported were largely new, and some of the 
commodities that were shipped in the 17th century, came to 
be carried on a scale hither~o unknown. 
(c). There are two more interesting points for com-
pari~on between the two centuries. One of these, the 
different. causes of emigration,. will be dealt with in a 
separate section. ·The other lies in the attitude of the 
' . ~ 
British Government to colonies .and colonisation.. British 
statesmen in the 16th and 17th centuries regarded the 
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colony as a money-making investment.. Colonisation, indeed, 
was carried out by the chartered company, by Lords Proprietors, 
and not.by t~e government at all, and those men who invested 
their money looked naturally enough to see some return. The 
following acts are sufficients evidence of this. An Ordin:_mce 
of 1650 forbade the ships of any foreign nation to come to or 
trade with any of the English colonies in America vri thout 
first obtaining a license from the English authorities. Under 
the Act of 1651, no colonial goods could be imported into 
3ngland or Ireland or :·a.ny· of the colonies unless the ships 
in which they were brought were owned by an English or 
colonial proprietor, and had an English captain, and a crew, 
the majority of whom were English. 
In addition to this, certain commodities could be 
shipped only to England, and an Act of Charles II compelled 
all European goods to be first landed in England before 
being shipped to the colonies. 
In return, there\\'.~~ certain concessions to U:e col-
onies, e.g. prohibitive duties were placed upon the impo~tation 
iµto .:!:ngland of such foreign commodities as .sugar, tobacco 
and pig iron, so that the English market would be secured 
for the produce of the colonies. Certa_.inly, the Navigation 
Acts enforced by Cromwell did not aim to bind the colonist, 
but were intended as death blows to the Dutch shippip.g trade. 
All the same, the acts reveal tpe attitude of the Englishman 
of the time towards· the coloni?S· 
It is important to notice that, so long as the colonies 
complied with the regulations of the Navigation Acts, there 
was very little other interference, and the colonists were 
given practically a free hand in such matters as religion, 
government and education. 
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The changed attitude of statesmen in the 19th century to-
wards colonies was the direct result of' the War of Americam 
Independence. OriE3 lesson was well learned. Never again were 
colonies taxed for imperial purposes by the Parliament of the 
United Kingdom. For the gTeater part of the 19th century, the 
idea persisted that colonies were a needless expense: that they 
accepted British help and money only until such time as they 
were firmly on their feet and then they became indepen(1ent. 
The difficulty that Wakefield und his band had in forcing the 
hand of' the British Government to colonise New Zealand is suff-
icient evidence of this.. Colonial ·affairs at the Colonial 
Office were shamefully neglected and laissez-faire was the 
avowed policy. Yet, strange anomaly as it may seem, at no ottterr· 
period did the Gover~ment do so much for its possessions. Under 
the old colonial scheme, the Crown. took no activ~ part in found-
ing colonies, though Parliament was willing to pay for its 
defence, in return,: .as we have already seen, for the colonies 1 
acquiescence in the mercantile system. But in the 19th century, 
in spite of the heavy debts incurred through the Napoleonic 
wars, England yet financ,::d her colonies in a most generous vmy. 
To hav-3 been consistent in her laissez-fi..i.ire attitude, she 
should have given no help of any kind. Moreover, althouph she 
wanted no new territory, she yet added very co~siderab ly, as we 
have seen, to her possessions~ 
The follo\'ling sums are examples of' payments made during the 
19th century:- £3,000,000 to Ontario· { the aimual revenue of 
England v1as than only about (£12,000,000); is67, £3,ooo:.JOO 
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towards the Inter-Colonial Rail\•ray; in 1815, Cape Colony vms 
purchased for the sun of £6,000,000; in 1820, £50 7000 was ad-
vanced to take British settlers to Albany; the convict ;settle-
ments in Australia cost £300,000 a year; in 1830, £215,000 to 
help South Australia; in 1842, £250,000 to assist settlers in 
New Zealand. Grants in aid o:f emigration were made in 1819, 
(£50,0UO), 1821 (£68 7760), 1823 (£15,000), 1825 (£30,000), and 
1827 (£20 7480). In 1837 MacCulloch said that the colonies cost 
England :£2,364,309 in the years 1833-34 - and on top of thts 
came anothar £20,000,000 to compe_nsate former slave owners.! 
In the 17th century, then we see that the English Parl1a-
ment could not afford to help its colonies to any ext8nt,· ~iaS . 
not particularly anxious to acquire them, yet agreed to assist 
in their defence. But through the efforts of trading companies) 
of relieious oodies and of Lords Proprietors, she had colonies 
forced, as it were'. upon her. In the early 19th century, she 
wanted colonies still less, but throur~h the working of various 
cross-currents, empire e.xpan.sion was a characteristic of the 
-
period. She did not want her colonies, yet she he~pe(1 them 
financially. She gave them complete commercial freedg:t ,ecpect:ing 
eventually that li\e :fruit, they would fall from the tree when 
ripe. But instead she found to\vardE' the end of the century, 
that .shQ had an emrire which was bound toge!tter by all kinds 
of ties. The speeding up of overseas travel brourht her into 
much closer contact with her "famlly11 - soon to change into 
co-partners -- and at the end of the centqry, there began that 
great imperialist movement, with its ·hhl.e-.f/t:~<e result, 
the conferences of colonial premiers. 
11. 
CHAPTZR 3. 
Causes of Emigration 
--------------------
17th Century. Internal 
In .his ''Rise of American Civilisation11 , Charles A. Beard 
says, "In reality, the 3nglish Revolution of the 17th century 
was a social transformation almost identical in its essentials 
with the French Revolution of the next century: a civilian 
laity emancipated itself from the mastery of the Crovrn, 
aristocracy and clergy." In that statement, Vie find the cause 
of much of the· en:igration of the l 7th century. I\lany people 
preferred the dangers and uncertainties of distant colonisation 
to a domestic war. All the colonies in America except Georgia 
were founded under a Government that was occupied with 
confliet at home. 
England was sparsely populated - there were only 3~ to 
4 million people at the beginning of James I's reign; there 
was a very slow increase of population and a shortage of 
labour. The emigration policy was therefore criticised; but 
toleration of religious beliefs did not exist, therefore there. 
was emigration. It is a significant fact that out of thirteen 
English colonies in America., eight were f'ounded by dissatisfied 
religious emigrants. 
' 
Poli tic:il discontent played its part too:. 'l'he ;I.. 7th 
century was a time of struggle £?r sovereignty between parl-
iament and King. The burden of t,r.e King's ta:llfuEss f8ll for thh 
most part on the middle class, an1 the Hampdens
7 
the Bates anci 
the Darnells preferred to fight for their righto. Others, 
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despairing of victory at home, left to find freedom elsewhere. 
Some left because of financial stress ~ Georgia was 
founded in 1732 as an asylum for poor debtors ~ many were sent 
by re.latives because they were ne'er-do-wells, while young 
women, some of them quite probably "young and incorrupt 11 , 
agreed to be transported to Virginia in its early duys to bG 
sold as wives. 
Of greater importance are the white indentured servants. 
These f cll into two classes - those who voluntarily bound 
themselves for a term of years to pay their passages, and those 
who were forcibly carried away against their wills. "The 
streets of London were full of kidnappers, 11 spirits' .as thHy 
vrnre called; no working man was safe; the very bem:'.'ars were 
afraid to speak with anyone who mantioned the terrifying V/Ord 
.:unerica. 11 (Baird) . Lastly, thousands of convicts wera either 
sent by judges or chose deportation themselves in place of 
fines or imprisonrient. 
2xternal. 
These were forces operating in England. '.J/hat vrere the 
outside attractions t11at made emigration tolerated by the t~ov­
ernment '· and made it very popular with certain classes'? 
Firstly, as a political move, it was "an act 01"" defiance to 
Spain". Pope Alexander VI had divided America between Spain 
and Portu'·al c , and the English Government gave support to an 
action likely to hwnble its powerful enemy, and check its 
increasing povrnr. Moreover, such possessions as the West Indian 
Isl<.!nds served· admirably as outposts from v1hich Spanish 
Galleons could be attacked. 
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The rivalry with Spain had also its religious aspact, and 
the 16th and l 7th ce11tury men were convinced that any~ vmy of' 
cruEhing the Spaniards, no matter how doubtful in method, must 
be pleasing to God. 11 We shall misinterpret two centuries __ of' Eng-
lish history if' we fail to realise that on both sides, Catholic 
and Protestant, the strife was a new Crusade . 11 (',/at;;:irs). 
This "crusade" gave the more adventurous sailors a first 
class excuse to attack Spanish treasure s1lips. ~.ioL"ia of the money 
so Eained was invested in trading companies, and vie sae a new 
motive behind overseas expansion - the desire to control land 
which would yield :further profits. So Snglish traders encouraged 
settlement in a country from which they could obtain products 
more easily than in Zuropean markets. 
Moreover ther;;i la,j a chance to found a self-supportinfs 
ecf'onomic ;.:;mpire. .F'or example, Zneland. was dependent upon the 
.0utch for her supply of' sugar; tobacco she obtained i'rom Spanish 
Cuba. If she could obtain these two products from her colonies 
she would be independent of her two enemies. Timb•..:r, moreover, 
was an urgant necessity if' her navy was to remain mistress of the 
seas. lf the colonies ':!ould supply her with timber, pitch, hemp 
and tar; she could be indepEffi.dent of Horvmy and Swaden. TLe 
fishing industry, too, could only be exploited succ,.:.issfully by 
companies if there were possessions in the Uew 'v'/orld• 
This economic f'actor worked in yet a third way. J,s bus been 
mentioned, colonies appeared as a convenient dumping ground for 
criminals, J)risoners of' war and "inconvenient Irishrr. 
Finally, the appeal of the unknown, irresistible always to 
a ce:ctain claso o:f restless peo:-le, was responsible for its share 
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of colonists. lforaover, in tha early days, wild tales of the 
riches of America were deliberately circulated to attract the 
adventurers. 'Ihe lines of' a play written in 1605 ran, 11 v1hy man, 
all their dripping pans are pure golde, and all the chaines with 
which they chaine up their streets are rnassive ,t-·olde; all tLe 
prisoners they take are fettered in eolda." 
19th Century. Internal& 
In the 19th century, the economic factor played a much great-
er part thari in th~ J.7th century. After the Napoleonic ·i'iars, 
there was· ..a..g~eat depression in England. Soldiers were dischargQd 
and c~;uld find no work. Living was already very dear, and thous-
ands were faced with starvation.. Philanthropic cocieti~s and 
1~oor Law authorities therefore made efforts to reliev::} the sit-
uation by helping soldiers to emigrate. 
'l'he Industrial Revolution caused much unemployment also. 
This, and the after effects of the war impoverished such people 
as wt:avers. J... special source of income to the family was lost, 
too, when Bpinning,·which formerly w""s done by the women and 
children, became a factory industry. 'Jhe drop in agricultural 
prices ruinad many smal~ farmers whose position, as well an that 
of agricultural la'.Jourers, was made very difficult when 11 enclos-
ures" deprive: them of free grazing land. So, many· of these, 
especially ·when the companies were willinff to pay their 
passap:es, left for the colonies. 
1'he increase in the population was another factor. For 
examp+e, in Ireland, where it was calculated that three million 
people could live comfortably, there were, in 1846, over eight 
million. 0n top of this ca11:e famine. Emigration vrns a necesslty, 
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and rnany trade unions advanced subsidies to assist people to 
leave the country so that ther-3 would not be so much competition 
for work., and a higher scale of wages maintained. 
External. 
In the 19th century, as in the 17th, there were forces at 
work other thau the internal urge. The same desire existed to 
obtain markets for f'.::iod products and rav{ materials.. But in the 
19th century, there were new factors. New powers.like Garmany 
and the United States of America were now on the field. The 
Industrial Revolution and the enormous growth of population led 
to new domands and a complete readjustment was requh·ed. 1I'he 
use of machinery created a great demand for :aw materials, coal 
and minerals.. Chemistry discovered the value of products like 
rubber. l'iew uses were found for many metals; more food was· now 
required for ~ngland's population - for these reasons, companien 
found it profitable to invest i''oney in overseas possessions. The 
possessions, moreover, proved good markets for the sale of 
machinery. 'fhus we see that the New ~mpire, like the old, was 
based on commerce. 
A second motive of expansion was the desire to ciil:ilise 
native rac,:;s, and to suppress the slave trade. 'I'his had import-
ant results in Africa, India, New Zealand, li'iji and Hev1 Guinea. 
Eissionaries did wonderful work in' many uncivilised countries; 
The name of such a man as Samuel Marsden, for instance, is 
immortal. In New Zealand, missionaries were doing good work 
amongst the Maoris before the H'ew Zealand Com~!any ever began to 
colonise the land, and when there was danger of French colonisat-
ion, they managac1 to get many i.~aori. chiefs to sign u petition 
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asking for Bri ti.sh protection. Also, French rivalry ·was respons-
ible for stirring the British to action in other countries be-
sides New Zealand. For many years after 1815, the French danger 
did not exist, but, chiefly after 1870, France again appeared in 
the colonial field. She developed a second Indian Zmpire in Indo-
China, and bee rune a power to be reckoned with in the rfodi terran-
ean, with colonies in ALgeria and protectorates in ::~orocco and 
Tunis. 1l'asmania and v~estern Australia vre1 .. e settled by the J:nglish 
for fear of the French. Northern Nigeria and the ~;;udan, with con-
sequent control of the l·dle, were acquired for the same reason. 
This brief comparison of the variou; causes of amigration of 
the two centuries shows many points of contrast. In the hith 
century, th,~ two internal forces so well marked in tha 17th 
century - religion and political dissatisfaction - 'Nera absent. 
There were certainly two religious bodies which settled in New 
Zealand, but they were not forced to leave the United Kingdon 
for freedom of worship. In ,the 19th century, there vras missin.f,, 
too, the lure and mystery or a new world. Colonists had no 
hopes that they would find untold treasures in Eldorados. 
The great changes introduced by the Industrial .Revolution 
were responsible f'or much of the emigration, yet similar causes 
were operating in both canturies. C'onvists were exported in the 
first part of the 19th century just as· in the 17th century; and 
in both centuries there existed the desire for new markets for 
the Homeland's products. F'inally, the rivally of foreign count-
ries, in the 17th century of Spain, in the 19th of France, helped 
to stir the .i!.:nglish statemen to action, and as far ns colonisation 
was conc2rnedf acted as an invigorating stimulus. 
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CHAPT3R 4. 
National Characteristics of Emigrants. 
---------------.. - --..
"A nation may alter its character in the course of its hist-
ory to suit new conditions or to fit: new purposes. The change 
may be gradual, like that from 'the English people of merry :~n.glan~~ 
full of Dirth a"'ld ga'Tie' , in the 14th century, to the stern, 
strugeling Samson of 1':.ilton's day; or it may be sudden, and alr11ost 
in the nature of a conyersion, li!·:e th~ change in Scottinh .nation-
al character under the influence of Calvinism. 11 (Bark.•:l!';. 
The colonists who left their homes in the l?th c2ntur·y had 
much in co'.:-m:on with those who left for ~·ww Zealand in ti1a L1th 
century. there are certain characteristics which for centuries 
past have distingulshed the Englishr.1an, and may it alv;o.ys remain 
trua that there exist thase ."profound and abiding permanences 11 • 
.But, to quote Bryce in his "Modern Democraci.::is 11 , "national char-
acter, though often talked of as if it were a permanent fact due 
to a racial strain, is always changing. 11 'l'here is no doubt that 
thB emigrants of the two 'Periods were different types. Tha var- . 
ious causes of emigration given elsewhere will naturally throw 
much light upon the difference. For instance,. the statement made 
by Beard that al.most one half of the irrL'Tligrants to kTt·3rica before 
the Viar of Independence were either indentured servants, convicts, 
or slaves, has a great significance in this co~e.ction. But it 
would serve no useful purpose to try to describe tha various 
tYJ_:es that were taken to ~erica in this way. As. far as the other 
immigrants are concerned, there were certain forces at vrork which 
neecl fulJer expla11ation. 
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That which did mora than anything else to differentiate the 
colonists of the two countries, was the religious factor.. As 
the English colonisation of America was largely a Furi tan :§'..chiev-
ment, more space will be given to the character of' the religious 
emigrants than to the early adventurers vrho were attracted to 
Virginia. The Puri tan emigration, with its accornpun.;i 12!: hardf.;hips 
and dangers is a thrilling tale.. No body of men and V/Omen could 
have suffered such privations unless it vras fighting for· something 
which it considered dearer than life itsolf. This p~irr: determin-. 
ation is a marked characteristic of the Puritan. His sturdy 
qualities made the colonisation of liew ~!:ngland a success. Firetly 
there was outstanding his will and detern:ination to v10rship in his 
own way, no mattor what the cost. The Pilgri1:: Fath8rs j'aced 
difficulties which would surely have dismayed most colonists to-
day. Gardiner says that the Puritans '&Ul?e strong, "not in the 
spirit of the mediaeval ascetic because they despised the v1orld) 
but becau.sa they looked upon the world as a kinr;dow 01· God in 
which •••• they would do their Master's will" .. 
The ~uritan, moreover, of his own accord, sought solitude. 
This coulc1 never be called a characteristic of the 19th centu:r~ 
colonist. Loneliness is the bugbear of colonisation, and those 
nations which can stand loneliness, always have an acivantage as 
colonisers. Volney st~tes that the French colonist considered it 
a "habitual necessity" to visit his neighbours, whereas the J:ng-
lish backwoodsman, if he were able·, vvould sell his fa.rr: and go 
into the forest "ten or twenty leagues from the frontler'' aU.d 
there mafie a home for himself'. The ?uritan1 s desire for solitude 
resulted in certain evils. Like the ignorant Dutch farmer, he 
scorned the uses and claim~ of' society and became thoroughly 
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selfish and unsympathetic in his attitude. He condemned poverty 
as a result of character and never of circumstances; he became 
thoroughly absorbed in himself and demanded much from others. 
"Loneliness nreves the will; but it may paralyse the imagination •. 
It fosters a stern sense of' personal responsibility but it may 
also develop a spiritual egoism which invades the vihole range of 
personality, and makes the general character self-centrad and 
self'-opinionated." 
I\ third outstanding characteristic of the Puri tan was his 
passionate zeal for work. It is claimed that energiJ is natural 
to the English race, so this zeal, helped by the climate of the 
new country, raised this energy to a height almost daemonic .. 
Work was a struggle to do the will of the Lord. Some vrri ters 
have even stated that the present day American's 11 dollar-coIT.plex11 
is t't:e outcome of the Puri tano' mania for work and production! 
There vrnre two settlements in ~1Iew Zealand of the quasi-
religious kind - Otago and Canterbury.. 'l'he Otago settlers wer0 
sturdy .Scotchmen who left their country because of disruption in 
the church, and founded t11e new settlement in 1848. There are 
certain resemblances betw·een them and the New England Puri tans 
"when the stiff-backed F'ree Churchmen who were to colonise Otago 
gathered on board the emigrant ship ••••• they opened their 
psalm-books, their minister, like Burns' cottar, ~waled a portion 
wi' judicious care", and the Puritans slowly chanting on, rolled 
out the ap1)eal to the God of Bethel:-
nGod of our f'athers, .be the God 
Of this succeeding race! 11 . . . . (Reeves) . 
These 5cottish Fresbyterians, though made of stern stuff, 
were not :fired with the fanatical zeal which characterised the 
i·•ew England Puritans. Indeed, the little colony, like Canterbury, 
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an example of Wakefield's system, soon lost its identity as a 
church settlement. It is interesting to notice here that neither 
in America nor in New ::·ea.land has a national church been the out-
come of these religious settlements. Other early American colon-
ists, i .. e .. , those emigrants who left England for other reasons 
than religious ones, differed from early iiew Zealanders because, 
during the period that elapsed, :forces of a different kind were 
at work making :for :further change in national characttJr. Scono;nic 
changes brought about by the Industrial Revolution were respons-
ible :ror much. 
In 1688, the population of England and Wales was 5,500,000, 
and remained practically stationary until 1760. By the end of the 
19th centu.ry, it had increased to approximately 36 millions! This 
increase went hand in hand with another change - tri:..tt in nationnl 
occupation. For centuries England had been an agricultural count-
ry; the greater portion of the population occupied themselves in 
growine corn, and breeding sheep. 'J.'hen after 1760 came the age of 
machinery. The machine altered everything in men's lives. It 
created an entirely hew economic society, brought,: en together in 
large groups, where foroerly they were scattered, changed their 
houses, their f'ood, their• clothes, and most import.ant of all, the 
places in which they worked. "Men are like the dyer's hand, sub-
dued. to what they work in. 11 (Barker). 3ach profession produces 
its own type; the lawyer, the doctor, the miner, the factory 
worker, the farmer, all show the yffect of their occupations in 
their outlook on life and in. their actions. But not only is the 
individual affected by h.is occupation. Again to quote Barker, 
"the national amalgam of' accuputions which marks and distinguinhefl 
a nation uf'f'ects the general national life." The Industrial 
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.Revolution was responsible, then, for a definite change in our 
national character. By the l~.1th century, 3ngland's agricultural 
peasantry had becom-J a body of miners and weavers. 
Production on a large scale has two results. i!orkers have 
to specialise in one particular kind of work, becoDi:ng themselves 
almost machines. Secondly, the population becom~s essentially 
an urban one. In the early days, men's work had more variety 
and life in the open was probably an education in itself • 
. Nothint; is more true than the statement that u nation loses its 
vitalitv when it loses contact with the soil. v 
Towns may be the "whetstones of wit 11 and the 11 hornon of 
taste and tact in human intercourse".. lfo one vrill deny that 
the country man, in ·comparison vii th the town dweller, seems 
slow of ~.poech and brain, and unmannered. The tovm d\'rnller 
will assimilate new :facts much more quickly than his country 
cousin, and will adapt himself more readily to nevr conditions; 
but the very environrnent in which he vrorks, the gener(j,l buatle 
Of life and. grind Of work around him, the absence Of the calrning 
influence of rural scenery, and the performance of duties shut 
away fror.1 bod's sunligh~, all must result in a certs. in nervom:.-
ness of temperament and a loss of physical energy. 
More especially does this apply to the early i·0th century 
Englishman, when England had not r~-adjusted herself t economic 
changes, when working conditions v,ere shocking in the extreme, 
and v:hen no system of general edUCfltion had yet talrnn hold. 
There is one m~;re change· to be noted. A great source of 
strength to British colonisation in the 18th and 19th centuries 
was not present in the f'irst period. Before the union of 1707 
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all received land, and any person -.,vho transported .a!1 
immigrant, received SO acres if' the imrriig·rant remained 
five years. 
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The imrrligrwvits wera to be 11 industrious and God-fearinr· 
scttlers 11 , v1ho v10uld "propagate the Christian relit:_;ion 11 • .3ut 
the first group of emigrants wer•e either adventu:curs out to 
find t;,·old, or black sheep of ,wealthy :Camiliec.. Capteiri 
John L.mith seems to be a ·worthy exception who saw v/hat Viii$ 
need.eel for successful colonisation, and wrote to thG CoCTpany, 
''I entreat you rather send but thirty carpente2s, husband.n:,~n, 
rar<~eners, fishermen, blacksmiths, maconn anc1 (1 if.°'.t'.:crs up 
of tree roots, well provided, than ii thousand i.uch as we 
have." f.imith kept up his demands with good effect. 
1he first ship.load was entirely of men, but in tha 
second there vrere two vrnmen.. The Company had realised 
the nGcessity of encouraging the men to marry and settle, 
making Virginia'their perTianent hnme, but it was another 
matter to induce women to face the dangers in a nevr countryc 
In 1618, to make the settlement more domestic, it gave 
a :fl•eG passage to 90 "maidens 11 , and sold them to tho 
settlers. The purchase money paid the i"'are ou·~. 'I'his 
venture yielded a f'air pro:fi t, and it was repeate0 many 
timas until, when the streets were cleared, some diffic-
ulty was experienced i~ :finding maidens "of virtuous 
education, young, handsome, and well reconrrnended 11 • 
However, this plan succeeded, and it h:::lpecl to f'ill 
Virginia with homes. »ihen the province becarne reasonably 
r;;afe and settled 7 ei:ii,s-rants left 3ngland with th:.3ir v;ivcs 
and children.. In 1624, the Company lost its charter, and 
the colony was administered directly by the Crovm. 
(b) Uassachusetts. 
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ln 1629, another great company appeared ~ the 
Massachusetts Bay Company. In direct contraf;t to the 
l'lymouth settlement, which was composed of ordinary 
labourers and humble farmers, the emigrants of the Bay 
Company came from Bngland' s middle class society. 'fhey 
·were religious dissenters, but not so revolutionary as the 
Pilgrims. Nor were they dependent for capital uron ;~nglish 
trading m<::n.. ~ome were wealthy merchants, some owned 
big estates, some were university graduates and some 
profesnional men. 
'l'here was one important difference between this company 
and the Virginian. Instead o'.f trying to govern the colony 
from ~ngland, thfa majority of stock holders with the con-
trolling corporation went across to America and directed 
proceedings on the spot. The colonists took 'c':i th them 
great stcres of supplies, to,·01s, live stock and poods for 
trading with the Indians. Their iqtention was to reproduce 
in Jwieric'a the society they had known in England. 
-~s this colony gr~w and. prospered, the Putitan 
churches in it grew more powerful and became increasingly 
intolerent of other modes of worship. This fact, tot:;ether 
with the poor soil and the s~vere conditions of life, 
drove settlers out of Massachusetts, and three more 
colonier.:; V1ere formed in consequence - Hhode Island, 
Connecticut and ~fow ha111pshire. 
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2. Ihe Proprieta~y Colony. 
Maryland. 
!liaryland was of a different type from the others. Lord 
Baltimore obtained.from Charles I a large grant of land 
close to Virginia. Every year he had to give to the Crown 
"two Indian arrow heads and one third o:f the golci CLJ.d silve.r 
ore found in the colony". In return for this, he was made 
Lord Frotector of the land, bead of any armed forc;;;s, o:f the 
chm'ch, and with powere to allot civil and clerical offices. 
Moreover, he was giyen the express right of establishing 
manors under the old mediaeval Feudal System, 1.·1i th 1.()rds 
subject to him. Laws, however, could only be passed with 
the consent of the :freemen in the colony. 
i\iaryland was considered by the Baltimores as a money 
making scheme, and the second Lord Baltimore took great 
care to secure the riE,ht types o:f immigrants to develop 
his colony in the way most calculated to bring quick profits. 
Rich ~nglish gentlemen who paid for transporting 
men and supplies ~ere made iarge grants of land :five 
thousand acres for every £ive men. Each estate so found 
could be a manor with all the pPivileges that manors 
in 3ngland knew e 'l'his guar.anteed the formation of an 
aristocracy. 
Secondly, smaller grants of fifty and one hundred 
acres were offered to men and women who crune at their own 
expense,. extra [:;Tant:,:; being made for \Vives and children 
or servants. 
For all grants, a certain rental was paid to the 
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proprietor. To guarantee. the quick cultivation, provision 
was made for sending out bond servants, and before long 
ifogro slaves were in the colony. 
Thus, in Maryland, was reproduced a system closely 
approaching the feudal one of old England, with manors owned 
by great landlords, the land being tilled by white bond ser= 
vants, sub-tenants and slaves. There were also the middle 
class representatives with their smaller freehold farms. 
Lord Baltimore was a Roman Catholic, but his charter 
was from a Protestant King, and he discreetly allmved 
religious toleration. However, his first appeal for 
Lmigrants for his new land was made chiefly to Roman 
Catholics though a fair proportion of' Protestants seem to 
have made the first trip. Many colonists, moreover, from 
!•~assachusetts and Virginia accepted the terms offered, 
and mirrated to the new colony. 
3. Gained by Conquest. 
In 1621, the Dutch East India Company was formed for 
the express purpose of bringing profitable returns to its 
shareholders. It traded in many parts of the world, and 
very soon took steps to establish trading forts.in the 
Hudson Valley. It secured two valuable military centres, 
Fort Orange and Manhattan, and then began to improve its 
estate. It started a small stream of immigration into 
the colony, Protestants from the .~etherlands mingling 
with the Dutch. This w~s a slow process, and in 1629 
huge gr.ants of land were offered to wealthy men v,rho 
would transport 50 persons to the colony. Ttus gre8:t 
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feudal colonies were created, some of them surviving till 
half way through the 19th centurye The company imported 
slaves, moreover, to work in the fie·lds. The Dutch Reformed 
Church was established, and religion played no little part 
in the life of the colo~y~ Missionaries worked amongst the 
Indians, attempting to win them to the Christian faith, 
thoU{:.'h their efforts did not Il).eet with much success. This 
.Dutch colony was in a dangerous position frora the start. 
3ng1ish : settlers~· icept advancing into its territory, the 
English gru1nbled about the trade that the Dutch wer.a c~rrying 
on, and in other parts of the world, the Dutch and i:nglish 
were .deadly rivals. It was not surprising, then, t1mt ;.(ing 
Charles II should have granted his brother the whole region 
settled by the Dutch, and in spite of bitter protests from 
the latter, New .Netherland became Znglish. 
4. Formed through Motives of' Philanthropy. 
The last colony formed was Georgia. In its found-
ation, this colony was like none of the others. It did 
not result from the enterprise of any commercial company, 
or any ambitious adventurers. .i.~or was it settled by 
any band of people seeking religious liberty. A soldier, 
James Ogletho:rp~, was f'or a long.time, oppressed by the 
condition of th0 inmates of England's prisons. At the time, 
England's criminal code was extremely harsh. Men were 
imprisoned for long teinms for trivial offences; debtors 
were imprisoned till they could find money to pay; 
religious dissentients, till they changed their views. 
Oglethorpe decided that the solution of this social 
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problem lay in another American colony.. He persuaded 
George II to vest a large tract of land below South Carolina 
into the care of Trustees, and in 1733,·the first settlement 
was made. Immigrants of any denomination except Roman Cath-
olics were to be admitted. Slavery VTas forbidden at first. 
Peopl<:; of all sorts and conditions flocked to the colony, and 
soon it becar;1e the scene of internal strife. The task vras too 
great for the trusteesr and in 1752, Georgia becrune a royal 
province& 
'l'hus, 0f the thirteen American colonies, four - Virginia, 
Plymouth, Massachusetts and Hew York - were founded by the 
Company; five - Maryland, the two Carolinas, lfov1 tTersey and 
fennsylvania - were pr~prietory colonies; three - Hhode 
Island, Connecticut and Uew H<impshire - branched away for 
various reasons from Massachusetts; and. one - Georgia ·~ was 
founded for philanthropic reasons. But it is irnportant to 
note that of these, vri th the exception of Virginia, Ge.orgia 
and i·iew York, all owed, if not their actual existence, 
certainly much of their prosperity to religious influences 
chiefly to religiou~ dissent. 
This forms one of the most interesting connections 
b~tween the two colonial empires. 'l'hose men who from 
about 1830 onwards tried to effect systematic colonisation 
rec<0gn:isa® that a baud of men and women with similar 
religious beliefs had already many advantages as colonisers 
over a band not so bound together. 
;n .. 
New Zealand. 
Wew Zealand's early contacts with the outside world 
were very haphazard. Captain James Cook had formally taken 
possession of the two islands in 1769, and after the reports 
of his first voyage had been published, ships occasionally 
touched at the islands. In 1788, the first convict settle-
ment was made at Sydney and from there traders first began to 
exploit New Zealand. A clothing industry was bep.un at Sydney 
and it was thought some use could be made of ~\fey.,- Zealand flax. 
In 1794, a new era began when a ship visited Hew Zedlci.nd to 
secure timber. Other ships followed, for .New Zeuland abounded 
in fine straight tress, and soon a brisk trade grew up in 
timber and flax. Nor was it long before it was discovered 
that New Zealctnd had other possibilities. Sealers and ocean 
whalers began to exploit the coast, and· made use of the fine 
natural harbours north of' Aucklando It is interesting to 
note that the first v1halers were Americans. 
In 1833 7 fifteen ~merican whaling ships visited the Bay 
of Islands, the favourite rendez-vous in the ~forth 2ast of 
lhe North Island of Hew Zealand. In 1838, there were actually 
more American than British wha~e ships in New Zealand waterso 
The f 1:illowing is the ratio of American whaling ships to 
those of all other n~tions:-
1833 ••• 15 to 78 
1834 • • • 14 to 81 
18~35 ••• 26 to 85 
1836 ••• 54 to 97 
1837 • • • 45 to 64 
1838 • • • 58 to 75 
1839 ••• 59 to ~)6 
The Maoris gainecl their first experience of white 
ci vilisution when dcrnerters, who escaped from the whaling 
ships w~nt to live as Fakeha-!1la.oris. .-1.s these men were 
usually u~a criminal type' the Maoris could not have been 
very favourable impressed. Indeed, there is very little 
to be admired in the wild doings of these escaped convicts 
and ne'er-do-wells who were the forerunners of settle-
ment in Nev; Zealand. Terrible tales of Pakeha crime 
and of ?.~aori revenge were spread in Sydney until Samuel 
L~arsden, the chief chaplain of the convict settlement 
there, felt it his duty to make some effort to save the 
iiiaori race. rie went to l.nglanQ. to find missionar>ies who 
would help hi:n in the task, but terrible tales of '.',Iaori 
cruelty and cannibalism had reached ~ngland too, and he 
could not find a single clergyman to help him. Eowever, 
1i-illL • .L11 lbll, a ship-builder, John King, a flax-dresser 
and twine unc'< rop~ maker, volunteered to accompuny Earsden. 
They were to be paid a salary of £20 per annum until they 
could keep the:·: selves. These sailed for Sydney, and were 
later joined by Kendall, a school mdster. In 1814 7 a little 
missionary expedition with now three missionaries with 
their wives and farr.ilies, a ropemaker, a builder and a 
school master, landed in i·~ew Zealand. They brout~ht with 
them cattle, horses, sheep, turkeys, geese and fowls -
sufficient stock for the first faro. 
While Hev1 Zealu.nd. was slovlly being brought into contact 
with civilisation, the. Znglish Government steadily refused 
. ' 
t~ accept any responsibility for it. New Zealand was 
mentioned in an Act of 1817 as being a place "not within 
:iiis ~··aj esty' s i:o:,:inionstr. 
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This reluctance to annex Nev; Zealand requires some 
explanation., 'l'he vast distance between it and 2ngland, the 
warlike character of its i.nhabi tants j these two :facts 
inflmmced Znglishmen no doubt; but the real rea.son was 
...... 
the :f$eling of bitterness left after the sece.ssion of the 
American colonies. Vihen the .Mercantile System :c-.:ceived its 
death blow, the general belief was that colonies were a 
needless expense. ~fore9ver, it was felt that ar1y advantages 
the colonies might af'f'ord England would only be t 1~mporary; 
as soon as they became strong enough, they would break away 
as the A.meri.can colonies had done, and "reap for themselves 
whatevar harvest the ?1iother Country had assisted to sow''. 
This feeling persisted well on int,a the l9th century, arid 
Huskisson voiced the· opinions of maD..,y when he said that. 
the colonies ·would eventually be themselves !!free nationsq .• 
the cbrbmui1ic~tors of· f'reeaom.to.other· nations." Yet'this 
feeling xeacted in a 12rofitable way upon colonial policy. 
/»s thd colonies war2 to break away t'rom ~he 1\:otheI'land, 
England should see that this severance was brought about 
with as little friction as possible. Let· the colonies 
have responsible government, let them control all their 
own affairs, better r~cognise the fact that if they were 
not given- these rights they would fight for them! It was 
along these lines that Lora John Russell argued as late 
as 1850, when he advocated th~ granting of liberal 
constitutions to the colonies. 
'l'hus the ef:fect of the American Viar of Independence 
had considerable i i.r1 . r 
:n.: ence in New Zealand's development. 
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At no stage was there dissension between the governing 
autho:ri ties of Sngland and Nev1 Zealand. When Ear George 
Grey :refused to adopt the constitution sent him in 1846, 
because he considered it violated the Treaty of Waitangi., 
and because the Maoris were given no voice in the Government, 
the Colonial Office ~ade no prbtest, but recognised that 
the Governor was in the best position to understand condition~: 
when, after stormy scenes in Nevr Zealand General ,\ssembly, 
acting Governor ... General Wynward asked for responsible 
c~overiunent, the Colonial SecretariJ's reply was,- "the 
Goverrnnt:mt has no objection whatever to offe1· to the 
establishment of the system known E(S !~esponsible Government 
in New Zealand". 
Un.questiom:.bJy, the .Motherland's non-interfer1.mce in 
New Zealand affairs has resulted in tliat country's becoming 
the most patriotic of' all England's colonies.. But throur:h 
early reluctance to annex New Zealand, the colony was almost 
lost to ::.<.:nglande A French adventurer, De Thierry, .claimed 
that he had bought a large area of land in New Zealand, 
and in 1823 7 had applied to the British Government for ass-
istance. to colonise the land. Receiving no promise of 
help there, he applied et, his own country. ;l'/hen in 1827 
Dumont and D'Urville visited Hew Zealand, and surveyed 
part of the coast, the missionaries became alarmed and 
feared that the F'rench Government were supporting De 
Thierry' s claims. '.I'he missionaries instigated a meeting 
of Maori chiefs, and a petition was drawn up asking for 
King <i illiarn 1 s .;:protection. Marsden ·wrote urgent letter~, 
too, to the Church Missionary Society. All this had some 
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e:ffect, and England made a move at last, an engineer from 
Sydney, James Bunby, being sent as British Resident. Busby 
had no power, and his task, apparently to act as adviser to 
suspicious inclependent chiefs, was a hopeless one from 
the start. 
h~eanwhile, in Sngland, the man who vms rewponnible for a 
nev; colonising movement, who ranks as one of J:ngland' s great-
est nation builders, whose name will be forever honoured in 
New Zealand history because he may be truthfully called the 
colony's founder, the man, Zd1:1ard Gibbon ,Jakefield, had 
become interested in New Zealand. He saw what posfdbili ties 
the little country possessed, and denounced the "slovenly and 
scrambling and disgraceful manner" in which it v1us being 
colonised. In 1829, ha r1rote his famous "Letter frorrl Sydney'' 
in which he outlineci his idea of or[anisGd colonisation. 
Following on this, h8 founded a Colonisation bociety 
to put his scheme into pr:4ct ice. His first experi;;_ent 
was with South Australia, and having seen that colony 
:founded accordin&: to his directions, he turned to .dew 
Zealand, "the fittest country in the world for colonisation". 
In· 1837, he founded the .New Zealand J-~ssociation, a body 
formed of those who resolved to emigrate to New Zealand, 
and of certain prominent E:iglishmen v1hom Wakefield had 
interested in his sche::e. The most difficult task was to 
,nake the.Snglish Government give permission, and, if 
possible, help to the Association to establish its colony. 
Wakefield, by publishing pamphlets, camrc:,ssing, interview-
pror:dnent parliamentary men, did everything that vms 
humanly possible. But the Government raised objection 
after objection. Moreover, once the fear of French 
annexation was over, the Church r.-:issionary Society, too, 
was opposed to the Company's scheme, wishing to see New 
Zealand remain independent. Zventually, Lord Glenelg, 
Colonial Secretary, said he would procure a charter for the 
Company, provided it turned itself into a joint stock concern, 
the charter to "be framed with reference to the precedents of 
the colonies established in .North America by Grea.t Britain in 
the 16th and 17th centuries". But cornmerci.al gain was not 
the aim of the founders, and this· condition was declined. 
Lack of capital was a serious drawback. Supposing the 
Maoris refused to sell their land? 'The leaders of the 
expedition responsible for the repayment would be strongly 
tempted to take the land by force - a point Lord Howick 
express.ed when he opposed the Bill for assistance to the 
Company, as it gave no. ruarantee that there v:ould be 
"observance of justice towards the aborigines 11 • 
Wakefield was doomed to further disappointment.. In 
June 1838, anothe1~ bill for the 11 1-'rovisional Government 
of British settlements in New Zealand" was introduced, 
containing all Lord Howick 1 s suggested amendments, but 
Lord iiowick actually led t~e opposition to it, and the 
Bill was thrown out by a big majority. At this setback, 
the •\ssociation was dissolved. 
'Then in August 1838, some of the leading men among 
the intending colonists decic1ed to conform to the Govern-
ment's conditions, and a joint stock company was formed. 
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A capital of £200,000 was raised, half of this resulting 
from the sale of land to settlers, land which had not yet 
been bought from the M.aoris. 
As the Government's original conditions wore now ful-
filled, it was thou,rrht no difficulty would be encountjred 
in obtaining a charter. But Lord :form,.nby, Lord Gle.ne lg' s 
successor, replied that as the conditions were refused 
when first offered, no charter could be granted .. 
Wakefield and his colleagues then determined to act 
without Government consent. In April 1830, his brother 
Left in the "Tory" to buy land from the Maoris, and to 
make some preparation for the colonists. 
By this Dove, the Government was forced to act. i1. pro~ 
clar.1ation was issued extending the boundaries of JevI South 
,! ales to include as rr:uch of New Zealand as could be bought 
from the Maoris. Captain Eobson was appointed Lieutenant 
Governor, and ~'Jew Zealand became a British colony. 
r.:eanwhile, the !!Tory" had arrived at Hew Zealand, ana 
Colonel W.::.kefield claimed to have bought for his company 
more than twenty million acres of land from the Maoris. 
The various articles of payment included muskets, soap, 
tobacco, Jew's harps, iron pots, scissors, axes, spades, 
et cetera - altogether goods to the value of £8983. 
This action has been severely critici'sed. Not only were 
the Maoris underpaid for their ·land, but by neglecting 
to consult the missionaries who could have given him valuable 
advice, ~fokefield bought land from chiefs who had no right 
to sell. ''Buller, a missionary", sa:.id. :dake:field, "had 
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'!Jought, or presumed to have bourht, territory by degrees 
of latitude while in ignorance of the rightful ovmers." 
On J <..tnuary 22nd, th8 company's :first immigrant ship, 
the:} 11 Cuba", arrived at Port Nicholson - a week before 
Eobson sai.led into the Bay of Islands. Two days later 
tht ~"Cuba" , came the "Aurora 11 \d th 148 immigranti::.. Then 
followed the 110riental' 1 with 155, the "Duke ·of' noxburgh" 
with 167, and the 11Bengal Merchant" with 160. These all 
arrived within a month of the ncuba". 
'lhis brief survey of the colonisation .of' 11.r:krica and 
lfow Zealand reveals several features that are m;_,rk..;dly 
similar. .3dward Gibbon Wakefield 1 s work, the efTor·ts of 
the i\iew Zealand Compi.iny, and the settlement of two Church 
parties in Canterbury and Otago, remind us of tlw vrork of 
other men, and other institutions in former days - of 
Cilbert, Huleigh, Richard Hakluyt, Thomas Smith and the 
London Company. Colonisation in the 19th century was, of 
course, a saner process, and the t:ystematic application 
of carefully thought out principles is a dictinpuishing 
feature of the period. But the two stories are alike 
again in this - they both E',how the deplorable indifference 
of the Imperial Farliament. · It it interfered, it was 
only to discourage. 
11 ~;'e are indeed almost forced to the. conclusion ·that 
the .. i:h•itish 3mpira is what it is in spite of the British 
Government. 11 (Currey). 
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The 17th and 19th Century Companies. 
The new L.ealand Company, like the great companies of the 
17th century shipped its immigrants to a new land.. But the 
company of the 17th century was very different fron~ that of 
the 19th. We have already seen that 1.n the· 17th century, it 
ccur:e about that the chartered Company acquired v1!!.ry gre2.t 
power) because of the profits it brousht to Znglich shores, 
and that indirectly it promoted much colonial expansion. The 
companies were of two types. F'irst, there wer,.: those companie.r: 
which existed solely for purposes of commerce, e.g. the Sast 
Indian, African and Hudson's Bay Companies. Th;:; rivalry of 
other countriefi, particularly of holland and France, made 
these companies fight for their existence with the result that 
they t_:r._:;w into real powers, acquiring land u.nd forts to keep 
their trade safe. 
0econdly, there were compo.nies which promoted racial 
expanoion for conmercial purposes.!: 'l:h'='Y invested ~oney 
in countries sparsely populated by savages, and to get 
retur•ns for their investment, a population had :first to 
be introduced. ln comparison with the former great trad-
ing companies, this second type had a comparatively short 
existence. Very often its emigrants were leaving .3ngland 
because of' quarrels with the Goverru:ient, and in their 
new homes were no more prepared to submit to Government 
in v.rhich they had :ho representation than they were at 
Home. The ideals of the proinoters of the former concern, 
howevdr, were ver-y different from the commercial aims of' 
the latter. The 1830 Theorists, tiakefield, Lord Durham, 
Charles .duller, Sir ·'' illiam Molesv:orth, at tacked the ColonL.l 
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Office in Downing Street with an earnest desire to create 
a great ov.erseas Srnpire, bound to the Homeland by ties of 
gratitude as well as of kinship. Certainly, the .~ievr Zealand 
Company eventually became a commercial institution; as ·~!ako­
fielc:i. said, 11 New Zealand was founded by men with great souls 
and little pockets, and fell into the hands of' TD.8n •Hi th great 
pock0ts and little .souls." But in its origin, desire for 
commercial profit was never runongst the founders' aims. 
'l'his is by no means the only difference betvre<:m the 
companies of the 17th and l~:ith centuries. ~Che L;t.h Cdntury 
company had no monopo;ty.:~·o·f trade, had very 1 imi te(i. povrnr, and 
for tl-:e most part, its actions were closely supervised by the 
Horne Govern:· ent. It had no administrative functions of a 
state character, and so could hardly create complications vrith 
foreign powers such as had led to several petty wars in India 
and nrr.arica. The l?th century company on the other hand, 
createri really a kind of autonomous sta:t,e. It owned large 
areas of land, made its own constitution, coined money, 
collected taxes, regulated trade and even arranged fer its 
defence. The Church, moreover, was frequently behind these 
enterprises. .Sven the Virginian Company was charged with 
the d.uty of "propagating the ChrJstian religion to such 
people as yet live in darkne2s 11 • 
. ~nother point of' co'ntrast ;Lies in the actuq.l method 
of colonisation. In the. 17th century, the troubles of the 
immigrants as we have seen, worried the company directors 
only in so far as they a:fi'e.cted the pro:fi ts. ',iak.ef'ield 
had made an extaustive study· of colonial affairs.. Eis 
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work is apparent in the 0urham report, and befor,~ making the 
recommendations contairn~d in it, Lord Durham and hni commiss-
ion naturally went fully into the state of' aff'airs in.America 
....... 
where so many constitutional experiments were ceinr tried. 
The 1830 theorists selected what they considered to ce the 
best institutions, adding their own r·1:;1cornmendat iorw. First, 
th\3 land question was to be handled in ,:.in entirdly UGW 
ma:i;mer. Land was not to boa given away to anyone, b'J.t riarl to 
be sold, and sold at a "sufficient pricG 11 • This would prev8nt: 
immifrants from acquiring land who had no means of ·,;orldng it. 
·It could be assumed that the man ·with suff'ic ient noney to buy 
land had sufficient to farm it too. But ti1e pric~ was not 
to be so high that the labourer, by ·working land for a few 
years, could not save sufficient to set himself up as ~ 
land-ovmer. The sale of land at 11 sufr"ici0nt price'' excepted 
pasture lands. Hor was the sale to be by auction. '.l'he land 
was to have a fixed price, aml 11 first come first served11 • 
If' several arr-ived together, they were to draw lots. Then 
the l.o.nd, before being settled had to be carefully st::rveyed by 
competent engiw~ers. 
Secondly, with part of the i::10ney derived from land sales, 
emigrants were ~ be brought out to the colony. The remttinder 
of the money was to be used for·Public Works schemes 
and ·to endow churches and schools. rr·he emigrmnts had 
to be carefully· selected; they were preferably to be 
young, and there were to be equal numbers c.f both sexes. 
If possible, rt::presentatives were :bo be taken from ·every 
class. Thus, an immigrant, at a later'period v1ould 'find 
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himself' quite at home in colonial society.. f:~hips that were to 
carry immigrants had to be well e.quip1-:;ed, and had to huve at 
least _one cr)mpetent doctor. on bo3.rd. No convicts were to be 
sent to the colonies. On this point, Vakefield was most 
emphatic .. 
Thirdly, the colonies vrere to be given r0cpo~iG ib 2-e 
Governr.;cnt, hS thiE vms considered essential to ths prosperity 
and contentment of the people • 
.rfo one will claim that this system of' colonisation in 
practice proved entirely successful. Governw.mt O>posi tion to 
the company continuec't after the armexation of l,ew Zealand. 
The land ).avrs, foun\_l0d in the Treaty of Wai tangi, made all 
p1hrchas.es exce·:·t from the Crov;n, null and void. Consequently, 
a Land Claims Court had to be established, an(' disputes con-
cerning land became the chief obstacle to progress. These 
delays and disputes were a serious chsck to the Company's 
efforts and u grave distress to inunigrants. Hone of the 
autocratic Governors were friendly towards the Company, seeming 
to resent the arrangement it had with the Government, as a 
limitation of their O\c'n power. Sir George Grey proved the 
worst enemy, evt;:;n objecting to the landowners' receiving 
any portion of the land sales. The sale of lands ut a 
unif'orrn price was net the bcon supposed, sometimes resulting 
in rich cc.ipi talists monopolising larE:a areas ~- a source 
of subsequent trouble and expe~se. 
Just as the North American Companies lost their 
charterf after a comparatively short period, so the New 
Zealand Com.;:any in 1850, after a period of struggle and 
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financial worry had to be wound up. 
What has heen the effect of the chartered company upon 
the development of the British Empire? Undoubtedly the· part 
it has played is of historic importance o It was in the .aga 
of 3lizabeth and the early Stuarts that the ch;:irtered 
company in the modern sense of the term, had its rise. The 
discovery of the new world and the opening up of new routes 
to the Indies gave a great impulse to shipping and commercial 
enterprise throughout western i~urope. The 3nglish, French 
and uutch governments were ready to grant charters to concerns 
that sought trade with other parts of the world. It is to 
the. "Russian Company." which was granted a charter 1.n 1554 
that England first came to have dealings with an empire then 
almost unknown. The same remarks apply to the Turkey and 
Zastland Companies. These concerns carried and maintained 
during their existence, England's influence in foreign lands. 
However' the chartered companies formed during this 
period to trade.with the Indies and the New World have a more 
wide-reaching inf'luence in history. We are not concerned 
with the remarkable career of the East India Company, nor 
with the Hudson Bay Company, but only with the North American 
Colonies. The companies which founded them did no more than 
$OW the seeds of future development. The companies were for 
the most part badly administeredo Often there was a want of 
credit and capital; and sometimes divi4ends were declared 
prematurely or ficticiously. Some had a longe·r lif'e than 
others, and those survived longest which extended their 
Drivileges to outsiders. But usually the colonies they 
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founded became prosperous only when th~ control of the 
company was removed. 
~ven had the companies been capably administered, 
their control could represent nothing mo~e than a transition 
stage in colonisation. Sooner or later the state has to 
take the lead. A company may act beneficially so long as 
the colony remains undeveloped, but as soon as it begins to 
be settled and civilised, conflicts between private and 
company interests become frequent and a greater aqthority 
has to take charge. 
But we must not :forget that the old Companies contrib-
uted in no little way to the growth and to the prosperity 
of the ~mpire. They added new territory and stimulated the 
development of the Navy. They provided the Home-land with 
luxuries that soon developed into necessities. Their enter-
prise saved England from the monopolies of Spain and Port-
ugal -- they even contributed largely to the wars of the 
c12ntury.. Moreover, they provided employment :for many, 
offered careers to young men o:f good :families, and occasion-
ally financed use~ul enterprises that required more money 
than even the state could provide eas.ily at short notice. 
One of the characteristics o~ the 19th century'- is the 
revival of interest in the chartered company. These were, 
as we have seen, very different concerns from those of 
earlier times, having few of the privileges enjoyed by 
their fore-runners.. But they too, have achieved remarkable 
rasults, results that may possibly be attributed to the 
work and personality o:f those men who have been entrusted 
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with the direction of the companies, but results none the 
less noteworthy for that. Few of the 19th century companies 
have been financial succes~es, but they too have added their 
quota of territory to the British Empire; e.g. in Africa 
alone about i,700,000 square miles. In these new lands they 
have acted as a civilisinc force until such time as their 
control has been taken from them~ They have made roads, 
opened up facilities for trade, enforced peace and if sound 
administration counts for anything, have, for the most part, 
started these new lands on the way to prosperity. It is 
safe to sa.y that the company officials were men of high 
ideals and had as their chief concern 7 the interest of the 
British Empire at heart.. Take, for example, their attitude 
in the anti-slavery and anti-alcohol campaigns that were 
carried on, and in the case of New Zealand 7 their determin-
ation to keep out convicts with accompanying cheap labour -
actions that were directly opposed to the financial interests 
of the shareholder. 
The results achieved by the Directors of the .New Zealand 
Company will indeed bear comparison with that of any others 
in the 19th century. From May 1839 to July 1850, the Company 
despatched 95 vessels to New Zealand, bringing in all 12,000 
emigrants, whose subsequent doings more than ._iustified the 
trouble taken in their selection. On two occasions, the Home 
Goverrlffie~t proposed to ·export convicts to the colony, and to 
th<3 company is largely due the success of the opposition to 
the scheme. It colonised the whole of the South lsland, and 
half of the .i:iorth, founding six cities Wellington, 
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Dunedin, Christchurch, lfew Plymouth, Nelson and Wanganui .. 
These, moreover, are evenly distributed -- a big factor in 
New L.ealand's rapid progress. It made the 2nglishmen of the 
time see possibilities of organised colonisation. And, 
lastly, by its efforts, it undoubtedly brought New Zealand 
under the British flag .. 
~o although this particular company in the 19th century 
had neither the power nor the wealth of its great predecessors? 
it too could say it had played its part in the expansion of 
the British Smpire. 
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A. brief description of the physiographic features of' 
the part of America that was settled first will bG useful. 
'i'he country at first acquaintance promised little but 
heavy worlt and danger to life. The coastline ,was low and 
even, excepting in .L1iorthern New Sngland, where it was more 
broken and rugged.. t)outh of New York were long bare beaches 
broken by the great bays of Chesapeake and Delaware. Great 
forests covered most of the country from the coast over the 
Appalachians, down to the Great Lakes, to the prairies of 
Illinois, to the lower Mississippi and to the Gulf of Mexico•· 
Practically no open country existed at all and the colonisLS 
had first to clear the land before they could farm it. 
The country lay wholly within the northern temperate zone, 
and the belt of prevailing westerly winds. The earliest 
~uropean explorers had passed it because they vrnre seeking 
fur-trading posts, tropical plantations and fishing stations. 
But the American colonints found that in most parts, it 
made first class f:arming land. Though the northern colonists 
had d:,1') endure very severe winters, nowhere was the climate so 
sever<? as to prevent farming. Westerly winds blew across· a 
continent before they reached the settled areas, and by that 
time were without the moisture and the keenne8s of the Atlantic 
':i'he prevailing \'find in Winter iB north-west arid in 
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summer south-west. This makes the summers war'mer and the 
winters, especially north of Virginia, colder. 
The extremes of heat anci cold in the same season are 
greater; the rainfall is 12ss than in New Zealand, and the 
transition from a 1ehlQ. winter of ice and snow to a tropical 
sumrr:er is quite abrupt. 
There was no lack of food for· tha early Americans. 
Shellfish were found in abundance along the sea-shores., an6 
all the tidal rivers teemed with fish. All kinds of game 
were plentiful "from quail to raccoon, to wild turkey and 
deer; and at times the flit:hts of vlild pigeon clar:zoned the 
air". (Uorrison) . 
J:arly r."ethods of agriculture were extremely vm.steful and 
primitive. 'Ih.;; irmnigrants broueht with them the raethods of 
cultivation that they understood in their home ccuntry. ,,fter 
the preliminary clearing of the land had been eone, the colon-
ists had to experiment with crops in an endeavour to find out 
v;hat u11der the nev; conditions .. ··i • v.any experi-
ments had to be abandoned, but these efforts were rewarded by 
the £.uccessful development of new: crops .. ·a.Ifd their production 
was a big factor in the colonists' prosperity. In the 
development of Indian corn, valuable assistance was obtained 
from lndians themselves. In America, this food was the main-
stay of the settlers for a 1.on.~ time, and it contrib~ted 
more than any other· crop to. ·early prosperity. 
Other lesE'ons, too, V{ere obtained from the Indians. 
F. i\. Bruce, in his "EccnoQic History of Virginia'' says, 
"clectring new ground has aly1ays been regarded as the most 
tedious and searching task of the Virginian labourer, and 
however frequently he may be called upo:1 to perform it, he 
always shrinks from the tax which it imposes upon his 
strength and patience". 
At first the colonists began to prepare the ground by 
choPI:in& down tbeetrees, and attempting to make the area 
quite clean before planting. This took consider~xle time, 
and it was not long before they copied the native Eethod. 
The ..i. ndhms used to kill the trees by girdling tl~ern with an 
axe or by. lir-hting a fire round the trunks. Then the crops 
were planted amongst the defl,d trees left standing. Later 
these trees were either burned again as they stood., or else 
were carted into heaps and burned there. This method enabled 
th~ farmer to plant his first crop :-:-uch sooner, and it is not 
surprising that it was used f'or more than two centuries 
wtile pioneers were movine across the continent. In fact, 
in lfov1 ~~ea land to-day, farmers follow this srur.e principle ,. jJ. 
bush llburn11 clears the undergrowth and kills most of the 
trees, and then clover or some other crass.suitable for 
grazing cattle is sown; and an ar.aa that was once den9e bush, 
the following season will supply food for many head of cattle, 
and, the season after, will produce ~ crop of wheat, oats 
or b.:i.rley. 
It is not easy to draw hard and fast lin8s in the matter 
of early American industries. Some were carried on in all 
the colonies; but in a general way, three areas hav~ charact-
eristic activities - New Sngland., the !1'.iJdle colonier-: and 
the :::·outhern colonies. 
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:Sveryvvhere, the most important industry was agriculture; 
but in addition, in some parts, lumbering, ship-building, 
fishing and the production of iron were important occupations • 
.New .8ne,land. 
F<-:.rming conditions in New England were v0r'Y different 
fr·om those of the more :.:::outhern colonies. n sevaro climate:. 
and gon..::rally nn unpr·oductive soil v-rere serious obstacles. 
Certain parts were more prosperous and produced .§.;ood crops 
of corn, hay, potatoes and garden pr·oduce. ln0ian corn was 
a very impo:i:tant cereal, serving as food, as <.-in article of 
trade and even currency. '.i'he early colonists of l\:asschusetts 
sot-ietirr:es grevr wheat, but this was always an uncer·tain crop, 
and later, much of tr~e wheat required was supy)lied by the 
}:'.i6dle colonies. 
'rh8 chief raw rrn.terials for· clothing were wool, flax and 
hemp.. Cotton was imported from the v1est Indies; Hemp was 
broueht f'rom ::~ngland, :from Russia or frorr. ~vreden. ~Ch8 first 
cattle were brought into Plymouth about 1624, and nheep, also, 
v;ere imported at an early date. 
'l'he llf.iddle Colonies. 
'l'he Eoil and the climate of this part were much better 
suited for farming.. Wheat soon carr.e to be the most important 
single crop. It was shipped down the Delaware, the Schuylkil~ 
and the Susquehanna to mills. The area around the Hudson, 
and the Mohawk Valley not· only kept .i:lew York welJ- supplied 
with wheat and flour, but these products were exported as welJ.. 
lt was soon discovered, too, that market gardening was a 
profitable pursuit. The Germans and Dutch led the field in 
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this industry, the German farmers introducing the methods of 
their home country.- Cattle, sheep, pigs and horsas were soon 
:;-:reduced in large numbers. Moreover, there v:a.s such an 
abundance of food and the climate was co mild that r.:reat 
herds of cattle used to be driven from the Southern states, 
to be .fattened beforo b;,:ing sold. Another importar1t industry 
v1as th0 breeding of draught aninals. Conestoga hor·ses, noted 
for being the finest animals of this type in colonial times, 
were first bred in .i:"ennsylvania. 
Southdr~ Colonies. 
The colonists in this region had special advantages not 
enjoyed by the northern farmers. lfot only was theil .. part of 
the country specially suited for th~ growing of tobacc0, rice 
and ·indigo, btllt in the case of tobacco, no ex_i:-,.arLr. ... mting was 
necessary. The Indians had already learned to cultivate it 
befor3 the coming of the :8nglish, and there was a growing 
market for it before Jamestown was founded. Tobacco \Vas the 
leading comrr:.ercial crop in Virginia a.11d rliaryland; rice and 
indi50 in South Carolina. Cotton did not come to bG of 
importance until 1£. ter.. It was grown in a sr.mll way, but too 
much difficulty was experienced in separating the fibre from 
the seed to make the crop of any con:iinercial importance. 
Virginia's .soil was too rich for -wheat - there vms too much 
growth in the stalk and not sufficient grain. Pigs, cattle 
and horses v1ere produce.cl in all the Southern colonies, and 
r.iaryland and Virrinia in addition, produced large o.uanti ties 
of lndian corn • 
.iJut the tobacco industry resteu on the surest f'oundation. 
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Not only were the soil and climate parfectly suitable for 
the growth of the plant, but ther8 was an almost unlimited 
supply of land. M9reover, practically no capital at all was 
required to grow tobacco. The farmer on the smallest scale 
the man just released :from bondage -- could e::row it and be 
assured of earning an income just as surely as coulc'.. the 
wealthy planter with his gangs of slaves. 'l'he navigable 
rivers, extending f'ar inland, r:iade the country easily access-
ible, and this v1as another important factor in the develop-
ment of' the industry. 
'l.he production of tobacco 1md a very def'ini to effect 
upon thi:! history of Virginia. Prospects of huge profits 
encoul'aged irnrnigrat ion of persons of' all descriptions, anding 
to an alread:_r very cosmopoli t;,,n population. 'I'h8n, <ls it was 
possible for practically every man to be a farrn~r, thera was 
a gr~at demand for labour. This was one of the main causes 
of the development of th~ slave syE-.tem. Again, as farmers 
prospered, great estates became common, creating, ,::.ccording 
to f' •. i.. Bruce, 11 a rural .gentry as pr·oud as that of -·~ngland 11 • 
The farmers 1 prosperity reacted in r;;ore evil vmys. Other 
kinds of farming shovrnd no progress; methods were slipshod 
and wasteful, and manufactures were neglected. Virginia was 
dependent for her manufactures upon ~ngland and upon other 
colonies. 
VirEinia had also produced a certain amount of rice and 
indigo before either of these products was grown elsewher8. 
Howev2r, it wa~ in 6outh Ca:·olina that both crops vrere 
subs8que:1tly [·rm-m on a large scale. It ·was soon discovered 
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that rice thr·i v2.:~ best on svrnmpy lowlands, in a rJgion v1here 
the-climate and ever present rr..alarla made conditions 
impossible for a white oan to work. Hence as:ain the necessity 
for negro lab-:Jurers. 
'l'hus the effect of gro ,ing rice in f::.outh Carolina \Vas 
sirnila~ to that of tobacco in Virginia. The cultivation of 
indigo increased the demand for slaves, and it soo::i became, 
too, a money making crop. 
'l'o surn::iarise briefly, we see that thia early economic 
activity of America was governad by the two important 
geogr·aphic factors.- land and climate. In th2 rkrth, poor• 
land and harsh climate produced far;;:iers on a n.::~all scale who 
struggl2d to t;,row v1heat and other c area ls. In tta mL1dle 
statas·, a mild-ar climate and better soil nroducec.1 rr:ore 
suce0 :: sful farming, larger holdings .o...nd market gardening. 
ln the south, the grovling of' tobacco, rice ~nd iDC.igo was 
carried on under ideal conditions. 
Svarywhere, the early colonists were terI'ibly handicapped 
by lack of' capital, wid by the absence of; farming implements .. 
1fost of the vrork wn.s done by hand labour and with the simplest 
of implements. Their success bears teEtimony, under these 
conditions, to the thrift and energy of the colonists, and 
to th0 rich nature of the countrye 
New Zealand. 
The two main islands of Uew Zealand, the ;forth and the 
~outh lslands, are long and narrow. 1'heir total length is 
over 1,000 miles, and as no part of the surface is more than 
75 miles from the sea, the whole country is therefore within 
reach of marine influences. 
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,. chain of motmtains, the South1Jrn Alps, rw1,<3 along 
the West Coast o:f the t..outh Island, leaving but a narr·ow 
strip of lund 'between t'b.e mountains ancl the sea. Thie range 
is of the utmost ir.:portance to the South Island. The prevail-
ing wind in Sllil'lffier is the ifor'-w·estGr and its mcirtu:co is 
condc:H.oed on the ViGStern slopes.. Concequently, thu :; ent 
Coast provides some of the best bush ~~cener·y i1~ .;0-.;.r Zea.L1nd. 
The r·ange also is th-~ watershed for all the important ri ver•s 
that flow across the island.. Wuch of the Louth lsla~d is 
hilly, but the Canterbury province on the eo.st Coa,st is one 
belt of rich plains nlitable for v1hent Erowing '-<Del for sheep 
grazing. These plains are continued by, a narrow b.:il t of more 
or less fertile land which stretches round the south-west 
extremity of the island c.:.nd expands into plc:ins around 
Inverca i·gill. rost of the country north of C<.ffiterbury is too 
hilly to be cultivated, b:,;t is excellent country for cheer 
[:razing. The ·1i est Coast, with its heavy rainfall, is a 
dairying recion. 
ri'he Southern Alps are continued into the l·forth 18.land 
in ranges of various names which lie to the eaBt of the 
island, and do. not reach any great height. 'I'o the north-west 
of this belt lies the volcanic zone, remarkable for its 
geysers, hot springs and other volcanic· phenom~ne .• 
One extinct volcano, Mount Z5mont, on the vrnstePn coast, 
is of' special importance. From its elopes ri..;n myriads of 
small stremns which flow across Taranaki.. This priovirwe h:.rn 
a heavy rainfall and is the chief dairying region in Now 
Zealand. 
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There are oth·()r srr;:.;.11 fertile plains round .Hawke• s Bay 
on the :Cant Coast, and in the :.iielJ.ington and Auckland prov-
inces. The }forth Island is mostly hilly and is therefore. 
more suitable for grazing sheGp than for a,f,riculture. 
The climate of N'evr 7ealand in that of any isLmd in a 
only r.1odt!r11tel;y warr-1. Hain on the 1:/hole is pl.entiful, a.nd 
fulls thr·oughout the year. 'Ihe climate generall.'f is well 
suited to the devalopr:1Gnt of agriculture, but this is alI'.!ost 
coHfL1..:;d to growinr: raot crops for stoct, and abo1Jt enour:h 
wb~at; oats and barley to supply local demands. i•rui t 
g:eowing .is making progress in warr.Lr' rer:ions. 
Th8 chief occupations are the grazing of .shee::. a.nd cattle. 
The temperate climate is of course partly resr)onsible for this. 
bt:.t mo~)t of the counrty is too hilly for cultivation.. The fac': 
that to-day frozen meat can be shipped for thousands of miles 
has proved the greatent stimulus to sheep-farming. This is orn 
of the bigrest factors in Ne'lt 7.ealand' s prosperity. Cattle 
are U1:3ed mainly for dairyint:, an(l very little beef is exported, 
The early discoveries of gold c;.ttra.cted many; sturdy 
immigrants to tr1e colony, brought money into the country, and 
played no little part in the development of those provinces 
where the discovaries were made. Other industries begun early 
were the mining of coal and kauri gum. Manufactures um the 
early days were of no importance. 
In America land has been used more for a.£:,'l'ieulture than 
for pastoral purpoE.es. It was found tha.1,(e.tbent mixed farming 
was more prot~i table, and the tendency \':as to do thl.s on a 
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s.'11all Reale. Consequently, small fares resul tee:, because 
lo.rc,e ovmers have usually been. ready to di vicie th dr estates 
and sell at a profit to smaller farm . ..::rs. The reverse was the 
c1:..se in ·~.revv Zealand. As this country is predominantly pc.;st-
oral, larsre f'arms were :founs to be more profitable, -- sheep-
farming is mont profitable when carried on on a large scale 
and v:•3al thy people refused to part with their land at r~np. 
price. Hew ~ealand has not managed tc avoid land evils, and 
there has always been trou'ble about this. In fact, there has 
scarcely been a year since Responsible Gover-nnent w:;;.s [::I'anted 
that parliament ·has not passed ne\·; land law.s or am,~nded o:)_d 
ones. ;.:;dward Gibbon ·,'/akefield 1 s land system has already baen 
mentioned. The sale of land at a sufficient price in theory 
was u good one because it undoubtedl~' secured settlers of a 
EOOd class. On the other hand, it just as certainly helped 
to proci.uce a landed aristocracy in lievr Zealand. Under the 
Provincial Syst:~m, 1-rovinces were able to devclo;) their 
confusion and dissatisfaction in later years. 
In New Engl.and stat :~s, climatic conditions determined to 
a certain extent, the sixe of the farms. Ov1ing to the infer-
ior soil and the ha:tsh climate, land was naturally cheaper, 
and one vrnuld expect the fa:r-ms to be large ones. 'I'his, how-
ever, was not the case. Eevere winters made it difficult for 
one r;::;,an to hold. m0r2 than a very limited amount of land, as 
the season during which he could ,20 any active fn.T"".!l:ing ·was 
short, and in the winter he had to keep ".1is stock under 
chelter. Again, r;;uch of the Li.nc1, before it was o:f any use 
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for farmi.ng, had first lto be irrigated, a.nd this cost money. 
These conditions all made for smaller holdings. In .New 
Zeals.nd, on the contrary, the climate is mild, and the farmer 
can work his gr·ound in mid-winter, and sheep nnc1 cattle can 
remain in the open all the time. Still State legislation has 
done much to reduce the size of large holdings, and to-day 
New ::·:·ealand is a country of small far·ms. 
Al thinp;s considered, He'tr Zeala..--id' s econor1ic structure 
resembl<-rn most closely that of the mir:ldle and mid-vrest states 
in 11.nwrica. In both exists pro~peri ty, a hifrh sta!1dard of 
living, and distributed wealth. The main source of y:eal t.h in 
both lies in n:.ttural resources, and tho energy of the people 
is mainly devoted. to farmin[". The rural population too, is 
about the same in be th countries. Th~2 mineral resot1T'ces in 
th·~ 1·,i·:-1.c'.le StateF. have been developed to a preater extent 
than those in Nev1 Zealand, and in consequence, mci.!11inr; orerat-
ions affect a greater proportion of ~he people in the former 
country-. But before this development, any of the £.addle 
States, Pennsylvaniu for instance, in ab6ut 1783, bore a 
striking resef'.'iblanc,~ to New .Zealand. ~iew Zealand is as much 
effected to-day by th(~ small farminz commnni tie e. ::' s Pennsyl-
vania v1as then. · A ·orominent politician recent.ly spoke of' New 
Zealand's population us beinr "rural minded", and in spite of 
the changes brought ~.bout by ~lectricity and other Dreat 
modern inventions, this statement could be applied with equal 




i. Constitutional Develol2!n~nt in the Jl.merican Colonies. 
The rapid growth of self-government in the American 
colonies is a very im::,,ortant factor in American and British 
history. The colonies' industri.es came to be closely con-
trolled by the Navigation Acts and their manufactures vrnre 
repressed; but in political and religious affairs, the 
colonists were left very much to themselves. Because of this? 
and because the various colonies were settled for widely 
different reasons, they :followed very divergent lines in 
their political development. It is important to notice that 
the part the colonists played in their own government resulted 
in a certain independence that was a big factor in the 
trouble that followed later. 
Before discussing .the efforts made in 3ngland to 
control the colonies, it is necessary to deal briefly with 
the differences in coµstitutional development in the 
colonies themtalves. 
Virginia, as we have seen, began its existence under 
the control of the Chartered Cpmpany. For three years it was 
controlled by a governm~nt committee. This committee elected 
from the settlers a "Resident Council" which appointed its 
own President. The council had charge of all local ad.minist-
ration, though all its regulations had first to be passed by 
th8 King and the committee at home. It had also the right to 
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try offences against its laws. However, all appointments to 
official positions, all questions of taxation and trade, and 
any matters concerning the general policy of the enterprise 
were left to the conunittee in England presided over by _the 
King. In 1609, when James realised the profits from the· 
colony were not what was expected, he allowed the company to 
control its own affairs, and from 1609 to 1624 it had corrrplete 
control. 
The company's directors, under their new charter, could 
nominate a governor with assistant officers. '.l'he governor, 
as their representative, could compel martial law and could 
compel obedience to regulations which he had issued. In 1619, 
the governor was instructed to call together a Representative 
Assembly. Each free settler had the right to vote 7 and the 
assembly was to consist of one House. This new body had not 
the powers of representative ~overn:ment that lfow Zealand knew 
between 1852 - 56. It had three chief duties:-
1.. To put tha instructions sent out by the company into 
the form of regulations. 
2. To add regulations of its own. 
3. To drav; up petitions to the company e 
In 1624 the charter was annulled, and from then on, the 
crown appointed the governor and the council, while an 
assembly was elected by the settlers. 
Ivlaryland was a proprietary colony, i.e. the crow,_11 gave 
all the power that it exercised itself over Virginia, to a 
proprietor who financed the.settlement himself, and recouped 
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his expense in the sale of land. The proprietor thus appoint-
ed the governor and councilj and exerted, no doubt, consider-
able influence in the framing of laws. However, in these 
proprietary colonies, as in others, the popular assembly, 
once formed, soon grew in political power. 
It is when we reach the colonies that were formed f'or 
religious reasons that vie find real political independence. 
The Pilgrim Fathers' colony of PlYP1outh was, as far as 
internal affairs were concerned, practically an independent 
community. As soon as they possibly could, the members paid 
their debt to those men in ,2;ngland who had :fin~ced the 
company, and then they governed themselves, appoint~ng their 
own officials without reference to the home country. It was 
only in such matters as defence and trade that they were 
brought into official touch with England, and then their 
obligations existed more in theory than in practice .. 
'l'he sarne applies to the larger colonies of New Zngland. 
Massachusetts began under the control of a chartered company. 
But the company's members invested for religious and political 
reasons rather than commercial. As a result, all the stock-
holders, the council and the governor removed in a body to 
.1-1-II1erica. The company then became identical with the colony 
which really remained an independent state during the 17th 
century. Rhode Island, Connecticut a.pd New Haven, being 
offshoots of' 11assachusetts, enjoyed the sarne, political 
privileges. The other colonies were proprietary in type and 
the proprietors usually had greater power even than the 
founder of f';l.aryland. 
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ii. Early Colonial administration in England. 
Before the settlement of Virginia, England had no 
experience in colonial management. The government of' 
Englishmen in a distant land was an entirely new problem, 
and the experiences of Spain and Portugal were of little 
ass'istance. England was entering upon an experimental stage 
in colonial management, and the form of' government shaped 
and moulded during the 17th century was New Zealand's 
heri ta[r,e o To quote from Bryce's "t'iodern Democracies" 
"Those who settled Spanish America had an equally vast and 
rich territory open before them. 'l'l:ose who settled ;;:nstralia 
and .New Zealand had an equally nobil.e inheritance o:f freedom 
behind them. 11 
Although there was not one colony which vms founded 
and controlled by government enterprise from the beginning, 
yet it soon became necessary to formulate some policy to 
regulate their relations with the mother country. 'l'his 
incidentally involved setting up a department to supervise· 
colonial matters, and soon we find developing what came later 
to be called the "Old Colonial System". 
'l'he committee set up to deal with the Virginia 
Company during the years 1606 - 09, might have developed 
into a Colonial Department had James not lost interest in 
the colony. After 1609, the King, advised by the Privy 
Council, dealt directly with the colonies. He told the 
House of Commons in 1623 that Colonial matters were none of" 
their business, and that he and the Priyy Council would 
administer them. 
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In the reign of Charles I, a 6ommission,of Trade was 
appointed, but it had as one of its duties, to discuss 
colonial matters. This commission expired after• one year, 
and in 1630, the Privy Council Committee of Trade and various 
plantation commissions worked together to supervise "external 
activities". In 1634, a more permanent Commission f'or 
Plantations came into being, and r..rchbishop Laud was set at 
the head of it. Theoretically, its power as far as the 
colonies were concerned, was great. It could 11 make laws, 
impose penalties, remove governors, appoint judges, hear 
complaints and review charters. 11 We can readily imagine 
Laud-' s chief aim was to restrict the independence of' the 
I-uri tan colonies, but., in actual practice the commission 
achieved nothing effective. Laud's commission disappeared 
in 1641 and ag~inthe Privy Council handled colonial affairs 
until the outbreak of the Civil War, when a new cormnission 
:for plantations was appointed with the Earl of Viarwick as 
its president. It lasted till 1649. DnT>i.n.g the CommoIWie<ilth, 
Cro:imvell set up a Colonial Board of forty-three mer;~bers, 
which was superceded in 1660 by separate Councils for Trade 
and for Plantations. The membera, were Privy Councillors, 
ex-off'icials of the colonies, planters and merchants. They 
. rv capacity, and made reports for the 
acted in an advise-a-
guidance of the Privy Council. In 1665 these two councils 
t . e taken over by committees expired and their func ions wer 
from the Privy Council. 
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In 1670, the Council for Plantations was revived 
and in 1672 was fused with the Council of trade which also 
had been revived. The members of this body were paid for 
their services, and held regular meetings twice a week. The 
following year, the Privy Council Committee dealing with the 
colonies received a permanent secretary with a proper 
clerical staff, and until the Revolution, he was primarily 
in charge of colonial administration. He was supposed to 
act upon the expert advice of the Board of Trade, a body 
which functioned efficiently until about 1724, and thence-
forward declined until in 1748, the 8ai-•l of Halii'ax became 
its president and set himself to revive its influence. He 
succeeded in restoring to the Board the various deliberative 
functions which the colonial secretary had usurped.. Until 
the Hevolution, the Board of Trade did try to treat colonial 
problems in a broad and generous spirit, but its policy 
was al\'/ays to subordinate the colonial governments to that 
of the mother country. 
iii. New Zealand's Constitutional Development. 
The history of the constitution of Hew Zealand 
falls naturally into certain well-defined periodso 
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(a). From l\:iay 1840 to November 1840, l'lew Zealand 
was a dependency of New South \vales under a Li~utenant 
Governor. During this period, the Crown's representative 
came into conflict with the New Zealand Company, which had, 
according to the provisions of its Charter, proceeded to 
take steps :for the preservation of law and order. i~ scheme 
of government was proposed that was practical and necessary; 
but it was not one to fit in with the authority of a 
Lieutenant Governor, and very soon the two powers came into 
conflict with disastrous results for the Company. 
It was only a short time too, before the settlers 
realised that separation from Hew South ~'/ales was essential 
:for the prceress of the two colonies. lt displeased no one, 
therefore, when a despatch was received from Lord J'ohn 
Bussell declaring New Zealand a separate colony. 
(b). The second stage is from 1840 to 1853, when 
New Zealand was ·a Crovm colony with a Governor, and a 
nominated Legislative Council. · The laws were to be consistent 
with u~e lav,r of Eng:J.,and, and to be subject to the confirmation 
of the Crown, and the Council was to be guided by any 
instructions issued by the Crown.. The Governor had also to 
summon an executive council, consisting of the Colonial 
Secretary, th8 Attorney General and the Treasurer. This 
body was to be consulted regularly, but the Governor could 
always act on his own initiative when the matter was a 
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press_ing one, and in any case, he was not bound to follow 
_its advice. 
It was under these conditions that Sir Geor.ce Grey was 
of' most service to 1'iew Zealand. Always an autocrat, he was 
irritated by any limitations to his power; and, practically 
unhampered in the Crown Colony period, he gave New t._ealand 
4he full benef'it of his wide experience as a Governor in the 
full sense of the word, and of his knowledge in the handling 
of native races. 
In 1846 7 owing to agitation at Home by the friends of 
the New ZeCJ,land Company, an act was passed to "make further 
provision for the Government of -the lfoi•1" Zealand Islands. 11 
lt repealed the act of 1840 and established an assembly of a 
Governor, a Legislative Council nominated by the Governor, 
and a House of Representatives elected by the Mayo1~s, 
1.ldermen arid Common Councils of th~ -various rr:unici!lal bodies. 
'l'here was also to be a general assembly consisting of the 
Governor in Chief, a Legislative Council appointed by the 
Crown, and a House of Representatives to be appointed by the 
Houses .of the several Provinces from their own members. 
Grey refused to put this act into operation chiefly 
because he considered the constitution was not truly 
representative in that the Maoris were given no place in it. 
He considered it violated the Treaty or Waitanrri, and such 
an act might easily be the signal for a native rising. In 
1848, as a result of Grey' s unremitting efforts, an act was 
passed by the home Government suspending for five years 
parts of the constitution to which objection was madeo 
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In 1848, Grey passed the Provincial Councils Ordinance 
iict which provided :for the establishment of Councils in 
each province. 
(c) The third period is from 1853 to 1856, a period 
of' Representative Government. New Zealand was a self-govern-
in,c colony with a Governor, a nominated Legislative Council 
(Upper House) and an elected House of Representatives. 
Between 1848 and 1851, when the first act for Hepresent-
ative Government was in suspension, the feeling for self= 
government was steadily growing stronger. Sir G<Jor~::e Grey 
reco,r:nised the position, and in spite of· the fact that it 
meant the begiru-iing of' the end of the autocratic power of a 
Colonial Governor, suggested to Earl Grey, the Colonial 
Secretary, that a new act be passed on more liberal lines 
than the one in 1846 .. 
The Constitution Act of 1852 was drawn up with the 
direct assistance of' Edward Gibbon Wake.field. It provided 
for a General Assembly for the colony, and for a subordinate 
legislature for each 0£ the six provinces into which the 
country was divided. The General Assembly was to consist of 
a Legislative Council nominated by the Governor and a Lower 
House of Representatives. The franchise was based on property 
ownershipo The Governor retained his power over the ~xecutive 
Council, and the Crown reserved its right of control over 
native affairs. 
ln the Provinces, the people elected a Superintendent and 
a IJegislative Council for a: term o:f f'our years. 'l'he Legis-
lation o.f the Couricil and of' the Superintendent was subject 
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to a right of veto by the Governor, v,rho could also dissolve 
the Council or disallow the election o:f the Superintendent. 
( d) The :fourth s·tage was f'rom 1856 to 1907 o 
... 1 thour:h the Act of 1852 gave general satisfaction, it had 
one serious defecto It made.no provision :for the 2xecutive 
Council.. Gove1~mnent vvas Representative, but not Responsibleo 
In England, this important point had been decided as a result 
of the struggle between King and Parliament in the 17th and 
18th centuries. Although the little struggle in New Zeal'1nd 
between May and August, 1854, was in many ways a first-class 
comedy, yet b.ahind it all there was a trace of that serious-
ness which in the 17th century culminated in the glorious 
Revolution of 1688. 
There is no need to state in detail the various happen-
ings that led eventually to the granting of Responsible 
governmento The Hepresentative House would transact no 
busine~s until the executive (which included Edward Gibbon 
Wakefield) was chosen from the members o:f Parliament. A 
compromise ~ an executive partly _nominated and partly 
representative - was no more succossf'ul, and eventually 
the Acting-Governor wrote to England asking for full 
Responsible Government for New Zealand. The reply came that 
no legislation was needed to introduce Responsible Government 
and that the Governor was authorised to accept a Responsible 
Ministry,. 
Thus New Zealand attained to Responsible Government. 
The Governor was appointed from England; the Legislature 
consisted of the Legislative Council (Upper House) nominated 
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by the Governor, acting on the advice of' his Ministry, and 
a House of Representatives. 
The M.inistry was now selected by the Prime Minister 
from members of Parliament. 
(e) The final stage was entered upon in 1D07.. On 
September 26th, New Zealand became a self-governing 
Dominion. 
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iv. New Zealand's Political Debt to America. 
American 
The great divergencies in the constitutions of the// 
colonies have already been described. Af'ter a time of 
experiment, however, the government in all colonies became 
more or less uniform. 'l'he highest of'f'icial was the governor, 
appointed either by the King, the Company or by the Lords 
Proprietors. He had the pov.rer to call, prorogue or dissolve 
the legislature, to veto its laws and to appoint the various 
colonial officials. 11.'he Council, in most cases, was appoint-
ed by the Crown or by the Proprietors. Its function was 
chiefly to advise the Governor, but also it formed the Upper 
House of the Legislature, and sometih.es acted as the highest 
court in the colony. The third branch of the c;overnment was 
the ;rnsembly or Lower House. The members were elected by 
the people and were always very conscious of their political 
rights. In no colony was universal suffruge to be found. 
In most cas8s, the right to vote depended upon the possession 
of property. 
This was the established form of. government in the 
colonies when New Zealand came to be settled.. The first 
important change to be noticed, however, is the selection 
of the Governors. Few of the Governors of early America 
were men of o·utstanding ability.. Some were unprincipled 
placa-seekers, and the majority were men very limited in 
outlook, who were anxious to avoid disputes, and as their 
term of of'fice was short, shelved c\iff'iculties whenever 
possible for their successors to handle. To-day, the choicG 
of a colonial governor is a ver-J important questiono New 
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Zealand has been most fortunate in her Governors. They have 
been men who have for the most part, entered f'ully into the 
lives of ths people, have been popular and have worthily 
upheld the traditions of' Royalty. Sir George Grey earned a 
place among the great Empire builders, and to select one 
from more recent Governors, Lord Bledisloe will be sot down 
by New Zealanders as one of the fine 3nglishmen of the age. 
~xperience in handling the American colonies had result-
ed in several important constitutional principles being 
established. In the f'irst place, the V/ ar of Independence 
settled the question of' colonial taxation. In 1778, the 
Imperial Parliament abandoned its right to tax its colonies. 
Secondly, it was recognised that the colonists had the right 
to share in their own government. In America, the franchise 
had varied in different colonies, but even in the case of 
the proprietary colonies 7 the popuiar assembly had rapidly 
acquired power for itself'.. Thirdly, it vms accepted th~t 
if a colony had .Representative Government, no English law 
had force within that colony unless it had been passed 
expressly for it, or for all the colonies. ,A law· passed for 
England could have force if the colonial courts acqepted it, 
or if it had been adopted by an act of the Colonial Legis-
lative. The vetoing of' colonial legislation by the Home 
Parliament has also been a source of continual ill-feeling 
before 1783, for the Crown had sought to ex-ercise overseas, 
the right which had fallen into abeyance in England. In 
most cases, the legislation which was vetoed was of·a type 
that clashed with England's wishes for imperial trade.,, The 
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colonists did not deny the Crovm's right to veto, but they 
had no .intention of having their wishes continually over-
riddeno As a ·result, they kept passing temporary acts which 
were renewed when necessary. They relied on the fact that 
an interval of two or three years generally elapsed before 
·the decision of the Home Goverl1.llient was carried into full 
effect. 
'.i'hese clashes illustrated the weakness of the whole 
administration long before 1783, and the 1830 'J.'heorists 
examined the question thoroughly be:fore they decided that 
the only solution to the problem was to grant Responsible 
Covernmant to a colony as soon as it was fit to govern 
itself. It was thus New Zealand 1 s fortune to win Responsible 
Governn1ent easily, and with comparatively little friction. 
Even during the period of Representative Government, she 
suffered ft>om none of the jobbery and patronage that after 
the •Var of Independence retarded the prog:r·esc of England's 
other colonies.. For English Statesmen clid not learn their 
lesson easily, and for fifty years after the Americans had 
won independence, with the exception of the question of 
taxation, it is true to say that no change was made in 
colonial policy. Indeed, many of the evils became accentu-
ated. -~le have seen that in 1673, a paid secretary and staff 
handled colonial affairs. Irl 1782, the H~~ Secretary took 
charge, assisted by a conrrnittee of the Privy Council.. In 
1794, a new department vras created - that of a secretary 
for war, and it ~ some ·dealings with colonial affairs.. In 
1801, these two departments were united, the head of it 
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becoming secretary for war and the colonies.. There were 
twenty two secretaries during the next half' century~ making 
the average tenure about tJ:i.ree years each. It is easy to 
underste.nd, then, that power· fell into the hands of the 
permanent officials whose control vras so bitterly criticised 
by the "Theorists". They alleged that the officials had no 
sympathy with colonial aspirations, and kept as much control 
as possible in their own hands. As a result, governors and 
other colonial officials were appointed who went to the 
colonies with no intention of associating ·with the VlOrking 
colonists, an.cl who sometimes even did not stir out of the 
Bri t1.sh Isles, but appointed ill-paid deputies to perform 
their duties. In 1854, the two departments for wo.r and the 
colonies were ~eparated, and the colonial of'f'ice received 
its r::odern organisation, an organisation which has evolved 
after the trial and error of three centuries. Ti.•m other 
principles had been established ·without diff'iculty. It was 
recognised that all matters relating to the aborigines should 
be left to the colonial government, and freedom of worship 
was an accepted fact., 
Tnus New Zealand's political heritage was a wealthy one. 
All·the principles of colonial government that were establish-
ed in the 17th and 18th centuries were hers; of all the 
bitter• lessons of colonial government learned by English 
statesmen through trial and error, none was at the expense 
of' New Zealand. 
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CHAP'I'SR 8. 
The Influ:anc<; oi' ,.lm:Jrican Colonisn.tion 
on .i:·ie'.1 Zealand. 
- ........ ···~----- ..... ·-~·---
'11 0 the colonisation of the Ar.:.erican colonies, then, or 
ratb.~r to I:;ngland' s loss of thorn, i'iJ':l :_ealand ov18s a very 
[reat debt. The lJeclaration of Irldepend~nce had .::... veJ...,y 
dir8ct f?f •0 ect onthe Lother land's policy towardt=J h".n' possess-. 
ions. \le have ulreadJ seen that the period immediately 
follm·iin.g trw Amarican Viar was one of' th·J da:rkest in the 
history of the British 3mpire. All histurv's exn~rience 
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ane;,1ed to point to the fact t1tat o. ru?turt: between ::•. country 
an~l i tn colonies was a fatal necessity. ,~11 ·tJ1,~ troo.t ernpi:ees 
of Uh; ;_;ast - Gree ian, Ror:1a.n, ;..:.panU;h, '--·utch and .F're c.ch ~":4 
had fallen, and vrhy should 3ncland clair: she v·rar, an exception'? 
Lo the colonial offic·<~ vrould learn nothing froD the ;! t:.r· of' 
lndep,;ndenco. History hE!.d sioply repeated itself, and would 
}~eep on doint; so unt·J 1 all England' B colonies hacl fallen 
away. Conseqt<ently, the old conu:1ercial system still prevailed~ 
the politic.:il liberties of the colonies were more restricted 
thun ever,· and the Colonial 0.ffice showed nothirig but deplor-
able ignorance of the conditions :.::nd reqqirements of the 
countries it was controlling. 
This o-ld Colonial System had a very detJ•imentc.J. effect 
upon .. :ngland 's established colonies. Political development 
in li.ustralia was checked, and her population for generatiDus 
was taintedthro~f{h tlie transportatioi) of' convicts; in Canada 
thm•e was so muc?·: friction betwe-en, the .3nglish and the li're11ch 
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population, that civil war se.emed inevitable, and there 
were English statesmen who advocated leaving Canada to her 
fate; in Af'rica, all anti-British feeling there, culminating 
to-day in a movement in some pa:cts f'or secession from the 
Empire, can be traced back directly to the evil effect·s of 
early qolonial administration. 
But none of this evil touched .New Zealand. Hather she 
benefited by the cld system.. By the time her i'0r-mal colonis-
ation bet;an, men were casting about to find wh<i.t was wrong 
with the system of colonisation. The trouble in Canada was 
acute, and whe;:. Lord LJurham was sen.t ther2 to try to right 
matters, he and his assistants toor; careful note of' what had 
succeeded in Amarica 1 s self-governing comrnu:ni ties .. 
The historic Durham report outlined methods of colonial 
government which, put into practice; undoubtedly; prevented 
the disintegration of the Empire. 'l'here remained ;.,ew L:ealund 
still to be coloniseG.. So, thanks to the 1830 Theorists, an 
effort was made to do it svstematicallv- to select onlv t.hose :r..: ... , - - - - --u ---
features of the old colonial system that were good. Wake-
field' s system of co:onisation embodied all that was success-
ful in early .. rnerican experiments, plus those ideas of the 
thoughtful Imperialists of the time. 'Thus New Zealand was 
consciously founded on the old American colonies. The New 
Zealand Company was the first of tlie more mod~rn 2.1.ttempts to 
apply the old Chartered Compapy system in a modified form. 
The effect of the 11JTierican cqlo.nisation is everyv:here. The 
Mayflower compact was in the ni;inds of the pioneer expedition 
of ~~ellington settlers when th/ey CJ.greed to a code of laws 
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i'or the governrn~ent of their colonies; the charter granted to 
the New Zealand Company in 1841 has much in common with those 
granted to Penn and Baltimore; Gladstone supported the 
C~:msti tution Act of 1852 because the powers given to the 
colony 11 are so many approximations to the old colonial system 
of' the 3mpire"; and the CantE?rbury Association in 1851 dele-
gated its authority to a committee resident in the colony 
.just as the directors of the i:iassachuset ts company had done • 
.i.n ac~ordance with the new ideas, ~fow Zealand's 
constitutior.:. developed through the various stages of growth 
until she was granted what the ,,r11dricans had foUJl!.t for -
R13sponsible Goverr~;1ent. Orie does not mean tha.t tl1e form of' 
Government adopted in Hew Zealand was modelled upon that of 
the United States of .... rnerica. True, Responsible Governrn~nt 
as Snglishmen understood it, does not exist in America -- a 
fact which, incidentally, Durham failed to recognise. The 
New ;.-ealand constitution naturally is based upon the 3nglish 
one. certain details, however, it does resemble that of' 
lilllerica. A colonial constitution must, of necessity, be a 
written one. That in New Zealand' in not nearly so full as 
that in the United States; there are many conventions und 
laws that lie outside it. But it does supp,ly the frame-work 
of' New Zealand's political structure, and therefore resembles 
the American cofrnti tut ion <~nd not that of Sn£land. ~Tust as in 
hmerica, the power to interpI·et the provisions in case of 
dispute is the Supreme Court which may be called on t:b.- decide 
whether a certain act of the Gov8r.mnent if3 according to the 
constitution. 
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At one stage, New Zealand experimented With a type of' 
federal government.. At the time, the only f'ederatidns in 
existence ·were the United. States of America and the Swiss 
Confederation, and in the d1.scussions during the establishment 
of the Provinciai. Councils, the example of the United States 
was often cited. The system was not truly federal, as the 
legi£-lation of the councils was subject to the veto of the 
~overnor; but all the sa~e, it was a federation, and like 
most federations, was established because geographical 
·conditions kept groups of peo:tle in isolation. 'J'he federal 
scheme, moreover, hu.s frequently been advocate<l·as a means of 
keepinp: the British 2mpire together.. A concrete proposal was 
made in 1911 by Sir Joseph Ward, New Zealand's Prime Minister, 
but the scheme, though possessing some good points, was 
consi6ered impracticable. 
Other benefits accrued from the A.~erican revolution. it 
affected the selection of colonial governors. These were no 
longer poor relations of men in power -- men with no interest 
in their work, who usu&lly took the opportunity to try to make 
their fortunes. The thre.e Governors of New Zealand during the 
Crown Colony period - H.obson, Fitzroy and Sir Georg~ Grey'-
\rvere all men of abj.li ty with some previous experience of 
colonial life. 
l:lany of America's lepislations have been of interest to 
the whole world, but t0 a country like New Zealand, especially 
so. Hew Zealand is proud of' her democratic govern"Jlent, and 
~hereI'orrn feels a live interest in the hit::tory of'. the :first 
xteat republican und de'Jnocratic state of the modern world, a 
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state whicb·was among the first to experiment with religious 
liberty, manhood suf:frage and popular education. · The period 
of reconstruction after the civi1 war, the use of arbitration 
i!l $ettling disputes, the use of a high tariff - these were 
J.essoris in America's history of great value. to New Zealand. 
Other lessons were learnt too, and not all were models to be 
copied. The problems of racial relations were of special 
interest because New Zealand had the question of the Maori 
population to face. The difference in the attitudes adopted 
can b-=l largely accounted f'or, of course, by the moral advance 
of civilisation. The early American colonists ienored all 
claims of native ownership, and no one worried about the 
ultimate fate of the Ipdians.. The colonists would willingly 
have enslaved them, but their fierce spirit made them poor 
subjects under the yoke. The treatment afforded the Ame:eican 
Indian played its little part in the great humanitarian 
movmr1ent of the 19th century.. The early colonists in New 
Zealand, influenced by this, and by the religious revival of 
the 18th century, acknowledged native ownership of land, 
built schools and churches for the Maori, and gave him all 
the rights and privileges o~ British sub<jects. 
In more modern times, America's effect has still been 
marked. Literature from tJ:.e pens of such writers as hlark 
Twain, Bret Harte, r\.rtemis Ward, 1''enimore Cooper and Mary 3, 
VJilkins has a ready sale•. New Z-.::aland boys will always glory 
in the tales of' th~ wild w~st and stories· of cowbo;r· and 
Indian. America's influel)Ce on education, business methods, 
music;:e.n:P.os}tort 1.s felt ih New Zealand as t:lsewhere. New 
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Zealand has coined only very few words h~rself, but has 
borrowed :freely from other countries. Many slang l!American" 
words are in everyday use, and with the advent of' the 
11 talkie 11 , more will creep in. 
There ar•e few :,a:a~Jb:~~l contacts between the United 
States of America and Hew Zealand, and these.nave occurred 
chiefly in respect of the whaling and gold-mining 
industries, mail servic..;s. and trade. There is a demand for 
ii.rnerican motor-vel1icles and agricul turul machinery in 7.:fow 
Zealand, a demand accounted for, perhaps, by the similarity 
of fanning conditions. 
Finally, th~ shifting of the centre of inter11ation.al 
politics nearer the Pacific, has b~ought America to the 
fore as :Car as New Zealand is concerned. The Dominion 
realises that America is the important cow1try in the 
Pacific, and successf'ul co-operation with her iB very much 
in its 'interest. 
